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ABOUT THIS ISSUE
As you will no doubt have realised,

this issue's cover feature is on

George Lucas' epic space fantasy,

Star Wars. Phil Edwards and I have

been talking about this feature for

some time now. At the time the film

was released (can it realty be nearly

five years ago?) most of the stills

issue were merely scenes from the

film. In the intervening years, many
behind-the-scenes pictures have

come to light. So many that we felt

that the time could be right for a

close examination of the making of

the film. Couple this with the fact

that Tony Crawley's Deauville inter-

view with Harrison Ford, arrived in

the post from France (where Tony

now lives) and our Star Wars issue

was ready to roll.

There will be changes coming to

Starburst in the next few months.

Changes we hope you will like. Only

the spectre of ever-spiralling costs

hangs over us, though we hope to

be able to stem a price rise for a

while yet.

We hope you will all rush out and

buy a copy of our latest venture,

cinema (with a small c). It features

all your favourite Starburst writers

and few new names besides. The

first regular monthly issue of

cinema is scheduled for release

April 7th 1982 And we can promise

you a different kind of film maga-

zine, with the same hard-hitting

editorial style that has made
Starburst the success it is.

Meanwhile, keep those letters

rolling in.

Alan McKenzie,

Editor,

Starburst.

«

AN AMERICAN
DIRECTOR IN

STARBURST
I have just read John Brosnan's

review of An American Werewolf
in London.

As for .
.
people over 40 who

don't like the ending," I actually

know a number of people under 40

who didn't like the ending either.

Oh Well.

John Landis,

Universal City,

.
USA.

A NOTE ON AMNESIA
Untold sympathies are really in

order from myself to your corres-

pondent Terry Gilliam (Starburst

letters, issue 40). He does, as I

remember, suffer from a spectral

affliction which indeed has plagued

me for quite some time now.

Amnesia. An appalling (if not some-

times attractive and delightfully

eccentric) impediment. Many crea-

tive people down through the ages

have been equipped with this ap-

purtenance, although Lovecraft

believed it to be self-induced in

some, though to what end I cer-

tainly cannot begin to imagine. I

was about to write something else

on this matter, but I cannot re-

member what, so it is probably just

as well to forget. For alt time.

Allow me to take this opportunity

to wish all Starburst readers an

extremely imaginative and fruitfully

inventive New Year. Also, to the

more visually orientated among you

(and I am certain there are many) f

would wish you to view the feature

film we have just completed, Daifc

Crystal, which is simply an unend-

ing feast or originally artistic

images, which I am sure you will

revel in. Watch out for it.

Jon Sorensen,

Berks.

irs ONLY AN EGO
TRIP
Any credit I previously graced John

Brosnan's role as film critic with

was quickly swept away with his

ludicrous Fantasy Females in

Jeopardy feature in Starburst 40.

Actually, his intellect was already

showing itself up as being non-exis-

tent

—

It's OnlyA Movie was becom-

ing self-indulgent exercise into

utter, naive stupidity. It's impos-

sible to believe he actually gets

paid money for writing this drivel.

The main reason for this angered

missive, though, is due to his com-

ments on The Man Who Fell to

Earth. So his level of interest only

extends to that of naked bodies?

Say John, I hear there's a great

job going at Penthouse. Don't

worry—you won't be called upon to

think or attempt a rational review.

Your comments should be well at

home there. OK, I happen to regard

TMWFTE as one of the best modem
examples of true science fiction on

celluloid.

People like Brosnan, who can't

see any further than the ice cream

ladies' legs, should confine their

comments on films they don't have

the facilities to comprehend.

This letter is a challenge to John

Brosnan.

Let him tell us why he thinks

TMWFTE a terrible film . .

.

And I'll tell him why he's wrong.

David Curvie,

Corsham,

Wilts.

John Brosnan replies (politely) “I'm

a little confused by this letter.

Having checked my Fantasy

Women in Jeopardy article care-

fully, I can 't find where I supposedly

gave my opinion of The Man Who
Fe» to Earth. So here's a challenge

to Mr Curvie. ifhe can tellme why he
thinks I think it's a terrible film on

the basis of what I said in that

article, then I will send him a free,

autographed copy of Future Tense,

my book on science fiction films,

which actually does include my
thoughts about the movie.

“



Please send all comments and criticisms to:

Starburst Letters, Starburst Magazine,

Marvel Comics Ltd, Jadwin House,
205-211 Kentish Town Road,

London, NWS, United Kingdom.

THE MEN FROM
U.N.C.LE.
In your recent The Man From

U.N.C.LE. article (Starburst 40) you

missed one important point.

Made in the days of hope of the

sixties, it showed Russians, Ameri-

cans and others working together

from international law and order.

Although U.N.C.LE. did operate

against corrupt governments, both

left and right by implication, its main

enemy was THRUSH, best des-

cribed as a multi-national company.

Many of the villains were American,

not foreign, and many owners of

large corporations; the show was
not merely anti-communism

dressed up. U.N.C.LE. was said to

work behind the Iron Curtain some-

times with and sometimes without

the assistance of communist

regimes.

An episode shown recently on

BBC showed how crisp and fresh

the series still is, far better that

most contemporary adventure

series, with a lot more humour. I am
not surprised there have been, and

there are, plans to bring the series

back. Even the sleep dart guns

would fit in nicety with today's

stricter US tv violence code.

D. Hughes,

Worthing,

Sussex.

AN AMICUS FILM?
Starburst 41 was one of your best

yet. The poster galleries are an ex-

cellent idea. How about Hammer
and Amicus galleries?

I was especially pleased to see

the first part of an Amicus history.

Please keep us informed of the

book's publication. The filmography

raised a question. Freddie Francis panioni, denoted by the symbol

Tales that Witness Madness (1973) omits Dementia 13, Dunwich

is listed in Halliwell's Film Guide as Horror, and Monster from tho

an Amicus production, but was not Ocean Floor landprobably a couple

in your filmography. Is this an of others, tool. We look forward to

Amicus Film or is it connected with your letters . .

.

Amicus?

AndrewMcVicar,
cannot enter into

« correspondence with individual
bcotia 0

. jfgn'i enough

Ah, looks like the esteemed Mr hours in the day!

Hallwell has slipped up again.

AgainI Tales that Witness Mad-
ness is not an Amicus film. The only

connection we can see is that

Freddie Francis directedmany films

for Amies. But that does not mean,

Leslie, that every Freddie Francis

film is an Amicus production (gasp

ofamazement from Golden SquareI.

Actually, we think it would be a

good idea for Starburst readers to

help compile a list of errors from

HalHwell's Film Guide and Film-

goer's Companion. There are

plenty. The listing of The Thief of

Baghdad doesn't count as we men-

tioned that in Starburst 39. But just

to get you started . . . The complete

Roger German filmography (in Com-
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Ltd., JsdMiin Hotm, 20S-211 K^tith
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FANTASY '82

So what. I hear you cry, yell, shout, ask

and sometimes scribble in your letters

(for which many thanks), does the new
year of fantasy filmdom hold for us?

Well, we know well enough about the

obvious answers Jedi. Superman III.

Star Trek II. Ridley's Blade Runner.

Romero 'n' King's Creepshow. John's

new Thing. And the mighty Milius'

Conan.

That would appear to be enough for

any year. But there is more. Films of

Asmimov. Bradbury and Herbert. Plus:

Richard Matheson has lately completed

his scenario for, yes, indeedy. Jaws III

... the return (straight this time) of

Batman . . . John Landis is promising

Dick Tracy . . and Unn/ersal's producer

for 31 years, Jennings Lang, finally goes

solo with, what else but. Airport IV.

But just to stop you smiling, we're

also due to be invaded by Death Wish II,

Grease II and The Sting II. Then again,

you've got to have some rubbish in life,

to help you appreciate the goodies

Good, bad, middling or indifferent, you

can rely on one thing—you'll (hopefully)

read about it here first. Have a good
year . . .!

STAR WARS ON TV
The auction is over and America's CBS
tv network won the day in buying Star

Wars for the transatlantic tube. But

Star Wars only . .
..t As surmised by this

column last month when revealing the

shock news that 20th Century-Fox put

both Luke Skywalker movies up for tv

sale, George Lucas yelled foul—and

refused point-blank to let The Empire

Strikes Back be part of any such

package George's word is law on

Empire, because he. or Lucasfikn—and

that's most certainly he!—owns it all,

unlike the first film which is the jewel in

the Fox crown

Or was it until tarnishing its future

with the tv sale. Once CBS are free to

transmit the movie. Fox could kiss off

any more re-issues. let alone video-

cassette sales. Who's going to buy a

cassette when all America can take it in

the not-too-distant future—beamed, no

doubt, amid a record-breaking clutch of

those abysmal American apologies for

commercials?

In the end, it was not the Fox studio

that got a bargain, but the tv network

Fox had been asking as much as 20

million dollars for the rights to screen

the world's most successful movie—
once only! Far too high, said all three

US networks. ABC, in particular, gave

up when figuring out how much (or

indeed, how little) revenue a single

screening would net 'em. CBS. how-

ever, talked turkey and wound up

paying an guestimated 25 million buc-

keroos—for three airing dates. CBS, as

ABC was first to point out, still won't

make a robotric farthing on the deal . .

.

except all the kudos for wiping out the

other two networks, and their ads. on

those nights.

George Lucas was reportedly furious

about the entire Fox move. Seems the

first he heard about it was reading it in

the trade papers. As usual, he made no

public statement. Nor, for that matter,

did the CBS president Bud Grant, or

Harris Katleman, chairman of Fox TV
.(though what the hell Fox TV had to do

with a Fox Film Corp sale I'm not sure

. .). Lucasman Sidney Ganis did speak,

though ... and I more or less wrote his

script in my own incensed outburst last

month.

"If it were up to Lucasfilm," said Sid.

"we wouldn't sell Star Wars to tv. It's a

mistake, when there is considerable

theatrical life in the film. And that's why
Lucasfilm will not sell the tv nghts of

The Empire Strikes Back or Revenge of

the Jedi." Eat your heart out, CBS.

As to who might eventually buy the

movie for the British box—because Fox

obviously won't stop with America—
surely ITV only has the necessary kind

of readies. Even with the new licence

deal, it's doubtful whether Aunty could

scratch enough scratch together. Be-

sides, ITV is still smarting over being

gloriously bluffed out of the big

Christmas film ratings games by the

Beeb's adroit secrecy about their Gone
With The Wind screening date. ITV

want revenge!

Not being privy to the fine print in the

Fox-CBS deal. I'm not sure if Fox has

kept itself free to re-issue Star Wars
whenever it wants Having seen the

way the US networks run a classic

movie—with nauseating commercials

about every other close-up— I can

assure George Lucas that there will be
life in the old galaxy at the cinema box-

office yet. Some films work better on tv;

usually the worst ones. The real biggies

suffer from the smaller screen and non-
stereo sound. Yeah, I think it's a safe bet

that Star Wars will still pull in the

crowds and the day 20th Century-

Fox seems to be hungry for more
money, no doubt they've an escape
clause in that deal to do just that any
time they feel the need.

American film magazines, we see the

film is still being referred to as Return.

We're still unclear about what the final

title will be But there's usually no
smoke without, etc . . .)

TRUMBULL STOPS

JEDI BEGINS
What's all this editorial comment that

Revenge of the Jedi is now The Return

of the Jedi . . .? First I've heard of it.

Anyway, whatever it's called, episode 6

of George's on-going-nine-chapter

serial started shooting back in its old

home base of Elstree-EMI studios on
Monday January 11. Stars? Who else

but Mark 'n' Carrie 'n' Harrison 'n' Billy

Dee Williams. Produced this time

around by Howard Kazanjian, directed

by Richard Marquand and costing 25
million dollars. That's three mill' more
than Empire . . . and nearly three times
the nine million price-tag on Star Wars
Itself.

(Editor's nolo: The rumour about the
title change to Return of the Jedi came
to our attention a couple of months ago.

Naturally, we checked the information

with the London Lucasfilm office. It was
the first they'd heard of it too. We
thought no more of it. Now, in the

As of Presstime, I cannot, report of the

fate of Doug Trumbull's long anticipated

second movie. Brainstorm—suspended
by MGM following the accidental death

of its leading lady. Natalie Wood, on
November 29. She had completed all but

five days of her work on the movie,

when taking off to Catalina for the

weekend with husband Robert Wagner
on their motor yacht. Splendour (named

after one of Natalie Wood's movies.

Splendour in the Grass). Also along for

the weekend, was Natalie's co-star in

the Brainstorm movie, Christopher

Walken.

Suggestions that the film will not

only be suspended, but stopped al-

togther and junked are just so much
junk Even given the sensitivy of the

tragic news, MGM will hardly write off

its hefty investment in the movie. What
will probably be junked are the actress's

scenes These will presumably be re-

shot with another actress, or Trumbull

might be able to find some way of using

a double for Natalie Wood's remaining

scenes—giving her dialogue to another

character and shooting the Natalie

persona from the back, say.

A new actress and re-shooting are

more like it though, and the speculation

that Wagner's tv co-star, Stefanie

Powers, will take over the role is. I'm

sure, just more junk. As a pal of the

Wagners, and indeed the last lover of

the other recent Hollywood drink vic-

tim. William Holden, Stefanie is too

broken up to take on such a role.

Despite the fact she's just got married, I

think the role will go to Hollywood's

standard replacement for a star they

can't get, or use any more—Susan Saint

James. But not for a month or so. By the

time you read this, you'll have read the

news alongside the Page Three girl.

DUNE SOON?
Struck down by all manner of problems

everjr time it's announced, the long-

promised Hollywood film of Frank

Herbert's Dune books is finally edging

closer to the screen. In years gone by,

such people as Alexander Jodorowsky,

Dan O'Bannon, and H.R. Giger were due
to make the film. Then, Ridley Scott was
announced as director—with Herbert

scripting. My latest news is that TTie

Elephant Man team of director David

Lynch and writers Chris DeVore and Eric

Bergen have it just about ready to go at

Universal. I'll believe it when shooting

begins .

.

STAR FLAWS
Not a lot is going right with Paramount's

heavily special-effects tv show. The
Powers of Matthew Star. This is the

one known around Tellywood as Son of

Bionic Man. (It's from the same com-

6
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pany, Harve Bennett Productions, if for

a different studio). Shooting began on

time, but wouldn't you know it, the

effects held things up. So instead of

debuting in December, the series got

switched a month. And then they burnt

their star and that put everything

further back

Peter Barton plays the Star

character. During the shooting of one

episode, guest-starring Roots man,

Louis Cosset Jnr, both men were badly

burned by a magnesium flare when our

trusty hero was freeing Gossett from

his bonds. Gossett got off best with

first-degree bums on both hands and

the back of his head and was soon out of

dock. But poor Barton suffered third-

degree bums over the lower section of

his body and was still in the bums ward

of the Sherman Oaks Hospital when we
went to Press. His condition was des-

cribed as "satisfactory".

FIRST TAKES
New faces among the Star Trek II team

include the wondrously named Merritt

Butrick and Kristie Alley, and the

wondrously framed Bibi Besch . . Sybil

Banning fans please note: the blonde of

'81 headlines Julie Darling, a West
Germany-Canadian co-production with

Tony Franciosa. He's a lot to have to

suffer just to see Sybil in action anew

. . . And beware, Farrah Fawcett is

headed back, like ex-hubby Lee, where

they belong—tv seriesland . . Sir Alec

Guinness plays Freud in Valium. May

the source go with him . . Andy

Warhol's alter-ego, the ubiquitous Paul

Morrissey returns to Italy, land of his

Dracula and Frankenstein Films, to helm

Sunday Killers with Marcello

Mastroianni and Sydney Rome (she's a

gal—and how) . .

INFLUENCED?
Remember an actor name of Bob

Balaban? He probably first caught your

attention as Francois Truffaut's inter-

preter in Spielberg's Close Encounters.

He also published his diary of the

shooting. More recently, he was one of

Bill Hurt's moderators during those

Altered States experiments and away

from our kind of movies, he's also found

time to direct his first picture. His wife,

Lynn Grossman wrote it—all 20 minutes

of it. Bob got his Close Encounters

mate, Richard Oreyfuss, to star in it,

along with Ragtime's Mandy Patinkin.

The result is called—what else?—SPFX

1140. Very Lucasbergerian!

UNIVERSAL TOUR II

If you can't afford to Laker it to Los

Angeles to join the millions being

scared out of their tourist buses by

Bruce the shark on the Universal Studio

tour—relax. The mountain is coming to

Mohammed. Universal Tours is spread-

ing its wings. A 60-acre clone of the LA
tnp is being built alongside Disney-

world, Sea World and Circus World in

Orlando, Florida . . . and other sites are

being negotiated in Japan and South

America.

The Florida plan is bigger than a

clone. 'The tour is part of a 170 million

dollar Universal City-Rorida project

covering 423 acres in all. The touristy

section will have 22 movie streets,

including an Oklahoma oil field, the Alps,

no less, and a double of Hollywood Hills.

Plus all the old faithfuls like the stunting

show, screen tests, the Psycho house,

collapsing bridges, avalanches. King

Kong, a detailed rollercoaster, the in-

evitable earthquake and, but of course,

the parting of the Red Sea. Plus four

new sound-stages which, so far, look

like being used more for tourist fare

than actual movies, although by the

time this new tourist trap is ready for its

four million shutter-bugs a year, I

think its safejto assume that Universal-

MCA will have dreamt up at least a

couple of TV series set in Florida to add

the necessary film-making reality to the

site. 'The writers must be at work now,

with the same deadline as the builders.

Movies have been loade in or near

Orlando before, even though the local

favourite son, Burt Reynolds, had to pull

his Mean Machine out of there because

of lack of co-operation. Universal, in

fact, was first attracted to the area by

the lakes that will surround their new
site. Or rathef, the swamps next to the

lakes. That ^s way back in 1954 for

Creature From The Black Lagoon. The

sequel. Revenge of the Creature (one of

Clint Eastwood's earliest walk-ons),

was shot at the nearby Silver Springs,

which had previously seen jungle ser-

vice for many of Johnny Weismuller's

Tartan capers

Apart from Burt, another local boy

made good in movies. He was the guy

inside the Creature suit—the only man
around, apparently, who could go

underwater in it, without drowning. His

name? Ricou Browning. He later

created the Ripper tv series and

apologised for that by supplying all the

underwater work on (X)7's Thunderball

movie.

Note: Oisneyworld still remains the

world's No 1 tourist spot, with Dis-

neyland in Anaheim, second, and the LA.

Universal tour third. Doesn't say a lot for

London, Paris, Rome, Venice, does it

1

SECOND TAKES
Columbia's less-than-brilliant tv series,

Mr Merlin, which re-situates Camelot's

wizard in a Yankee garage, has won
enough points to go to a full series.

Hmm, that's usual for any less-than-

brilliant series idea in America ... I'm

hoping for something rather better in

Vegas man Bob Urich's new series,

Gavalsn. His writers include the Bond
and Superman scribe, Tom Mankiewicz

Mad Max star Mel Gibson, now a

down-under hotshot since Gallipoli,

taking a stage sabbatical in Sydney with

Shorts I and II, a collection of six plays

with his King O'Malley theatre group.

Mel's in five of 'em. His next movie?

Peter Weir's The Year of Living Dan-

gerously . .

.

FOODFOR...
A new science fiction movie has opened

in France. I think. It's all about this

cuddly, not to say fat extra-terrestial

alien invading the lives of a couple of

old, very old Frenchmen. One of them is

the biggest comedy star in France:

Louis de Funes by name. This sf rubbish

is called ... I kid you not . Cabbage

Soup!

MONEY FOR...
... old rope. Very old rope. Sean

Cunningham, director of that flea-bite of

a movie, Friday The 13lh, is now a multi-

millionaire because of it. He's not quite

in the Lucas class, but he's just rolling in

the greenstuff—and typed, he com-

plains, as a horror film-maker. (Horrible,

is more like it). The figures are more

impressive than the movie. Costing a

mere 506,000 dollars, the movie has

earned about 44 million. The sequel,

which Sean wisely did not touch, has

made another 22 million, of which (like

any more in the dumb series),

Cunningham has ten per cent. Having

lately shot A Stranger Is Watching for

3.5 million of MGM's money, Sean

Cunningham is now investing some of

his loot in off-Broadway plays, and

looking for a musical to film. Until one

turns up, he's planned an adolescent

comedy. Vision Quest—and I thought

Friday was an adolescent comedy!—
and a Western, no less, called Road

Show. In short, he's out to change his

image. Looks like he can afford to.

KASDAN II

As if one Kasdan writer was not enough

to have film scribes puce with envy after

Empire. Raiders and Bodyheat Larry

has followed Paul Schrader's lead and

got his brother into the act. Les freres

Kasdan, Larry and Mark, have sold their

first joint script. Bodyguard, to 20th

Century-Fox. It's part of the studios'

new production slate of the movies

costing, altogether, a mere 135 million

bucks . .

.

BREAKA LEG!
As Burt Reynolds' stuntman or director,

Hal Needham never asked a stunter to

do anything he couldn't do. While

shooting his sf trip. Megaforce in the

Vegas desert the other week. Hal

fractured three ribs and smashed his

hard head about. He went into some-

thing of a tailspin off his motor-

bike—and not, as some wags sug-

gested, his trolley. Strapped up. he was
back megafordng next day.

KERSH NIXES
ROBOTS
Enough with robots, already . . .! Irvin

Kershner, the Empire Strikes Back

director, has quit the Warner Brothers'

plans for Isaac Asimov's I, Robot. He's

too tied up with the feast of offers

Empire's success flooded his agent

with. He has three films on his schedule

for '82/3—The Ninja, which has been so

long postponed I doubt if it'll ever get

going; Man Fata, likewise I'm sure; and

Fools Die. Succeeding Kersh on the

Asimov film is Ted Kotcheff. Hardly a

name to engender much interest . .

.

although his new film, pitting Sylvester

Stallone against old Kirk Douglas, Rrst

Blood, might improve his track record.

William, 'Theodore Kotcheff is Canadian

by birth and tv training, British by early

film successes. But apart from launch-

ing Richard Oreyfuss as a star in The

Apprenticeship of Duddy KravHz (1974)

and helming the Fun with Dick and

Jane adventure of Jane Fonda and

George Segal (1977), his movie career

has been pretty dismal. It's bad enough

that the likes of Harlan Ellison has

scripted the Asimov classic to start with

... oh c'mon Warners, there has to be

someone better to direct such a classic

yam. How about John Sayles? How
about Harley Cokliss? How about John

Brosnan? Anyone!

RADIOWEEN
Just as Halloween II opened at
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Halloween, when else?—American

radio join the spooky act with NBC's
first live network radio drama in twenty
years. The hour-long creepy piece was
called A Halloween Story and went out

live from the Magic Castle in Hollywood,

coast-to-coast without caring a jot for

the differing time zones. John

Houseman led the story-telling session,

which led into three separate tales.

Others in the playls) included Lynn

Redgrave and her husband John Clark (a

one-time Just William on British tv), and

John Carradine. The actors and the

crew gave their fees to the United

Nations Children's Fund. The show
went down so well. NBC are thinking of

continuing live drama on radio. Another

blow against tv!

WATCHINGANEW
Well, they've re-done it at the cost of a

million smackers, crossed their fingers

and put it out again with a revised ad

hype . and a back-up co-feature for

the second week if it still doesn't stand

up. Heaven's Gate? No. no. that's a dead

duck by now. I'm referring to Disney's

Watcher in the Woods. Johnny Hough's

British-made ghost-suspenser with

Bette Davies. David McCallum. Carroll

Baker and the lovely Lynn Holly

Johnson, flopped badly first time out.

The ending was very airy-fairy and the

pivot of the film's scare factor, the

creature known as The Watcher, was an

almighty letdown in this day and age of

Carlo Rambaldi magic. "It looked,"

according to one New York critic, "as if

it had been stolen from a Chinese New
Year's parade."

Rather than junk nine million dollars,

the film went back to the Disney

drawingboards Dnce he'd finished

work on Tha Empife Strikes Back,

Harrison Ellenshaw, son of Peter, was
called in to doctor Tlie Watcher. He

chewed the fat with Disney's pro-

duction chief, Ron Miller and the film's

co-producer Tom Leetch. "We agreed

that the special effects weren't

working," reports Harrison. 'The end

did not resolve the story. My idea was
to simplify it . .

.

easier said than done."

While cast and crew reassembled at

Pinewood to re-shoot certain scenes,

Ellenshaw got to work on the Disney

lost in California . . . and argued about

the costs. He says did the job for under

a million. Disney publicity states in

excess of a million. They've hardly fallen

out. Ellenshaw is now working on the

new sf project at Disney, Tron.

"I'm pleased with the new Watcher.

It's a big improvement We now have

what they meant to have—a provoca-

tive ghost story." And the ad campaign

to match it. The tag last time around

was "A masterpiece of suspense." The
new copy reads. "It was just an inno-

cent game until a young girl vanished .

.

for 30 years." And where that didn't

work. Watcher in the Woods was
quickly double-billed with another of

the latest and long line of Disney flops.

The Devil and Max Devlin.

TWILIGHT GALLERY
Deep down, real deep, we all still miss

Rod Sterling, right? Right! I mean even

those of us too young to have watched

Twilight Zone (1959-64) and Night

Gallery (1970-72) late at night have

heard about them and miss these great

tele-fantasies. Well, they're back Kind

of. In a new Universal series, with a new
title. Darkroom, a new host. James
Cobum, otherwise the format is as

before. Two stories a week . . or, for as

long as the bone-heads in the Black

Tower continue picking up the tab once

the fledgling series, on ABC in the

States, flounders as it must against the

CBS time-slot rival, a little thing entitled

Dallas.

With luck, ABC will switch times and

give the new show a chance to get

rooted. Cobum makes a good host, and

so far, the opening twosome at least,

the tales are keeping monsters in their

cages and going for well-written,

plotted, acted and directed suspenders

with a genuine sting in the tail, and

much more so than Roald Dahl's efforts!

As with the Sterling series. Universal

is giving the writing and directing jobs

to new boys land girls) wherever possi-

ble. Paul Lynch, of Prom Night fame (?),

handled Stay Tuned, We'll Be Right

Back, in which Lawrence Pressman

started picking up 1942 Nazi radio

signals in 1981 ... and Rick Rosenthal,

producer Debra Hill's choice as director

for Halloween II, helmed The Myrmidon
Project ... I'm sorry. Close Circuit!

NIGHTZONE
Christopher Lee is the less imaginative

host of another tv bunch of 'classic

twisted tales' in the new American

cablevision series. 'The Human
Sanctuary. In all. there's already 26 of

these shows already made, featuring

tales by Poe. Tolstoi, Boccaccio, Dumas
and Wilde. "Stories as timeless as fear

itself," runs the Comworld International

hype, "26 half-hours of macabre fun." I

think I'll stay in the Darkroom, myself.

REANIMATING
DISNEY
After Don Bluth and all these young

animators upped and left the Disney

studio three years ago. the home of

Mickey Mouse and Co was short, very

short, very short of young blood. The

famous "Nine Old Man" as Disney called

his star artists, couldn't do everything

themselves. Hence, the inaugura-

tion—better late than never, of the

Disney School of Animation. For the

opening session, fourteen young artists

were hired, paid a special trainee rate

and had eight weeks of classes from

various greats, including the last of the

Nine Old Men still on the Disney payroll,

Eric Larson. His credits date back to that

first full Disney cartoon feature. Snow
White and the Seven Dwarfs (1^7).

The best of that opening term were
then hired and began work on the next

cartoon release. The Black Cauldron,

plus the Christmas '82 special, Mickey's

Christinas Carol. The school will con-

tinue like this in an effort to help double

the studio's cartoon output. As of now,

the studio has 135 animators on their

books, plus the new students (most of

whom seemed to pass muster). Dis-

ney's plan is to produce an animated

feature every other year. And that takes

time. And people. Each feature means
four years work.

"I don't know why it took us so long

to get around to establishing a pro-

gramme like this," says Eric Larson.

"We didn't get frightened about the

future until around 1 970. Even after Walt

died in 1966, it didn't dawn on us that

.-•rd

- t

the same people wouldn't keep on
working forever."

The new signings will, no doubt, be
kept a close watch on. Disney can't have

another Don Bluth-like defection of

newly trained talent.

MAfIK’S SECRET
There's been a sudden, surprise and top

secret addition to the very British cast

of the very Britain-in-microcosm satire,

Britannia Hospital, being shot by

Lindsay Anderson at Lee International

studios. Mark Hamill, no less. He flew in

to replace an absent Treat Williams

(Anderson's first choice from Hair, 1941

and Prince of the City). His role? A
stoned tv technician working with

reporter Malcolm McDowell who's
playing his H and Oh Lucky Man
character of Mick Travis again. Black

comedy or no, Mark still finds himself

Tied up with special effects. At one
point in some riotous proceedings, he's

dragged through the windshield of his

tv-truck by a raging mob.

His fee, by the way, is zilch. Mark's

doing the film for expenses only. Well,

he is a millionaire already . .

.

PARIS SEAWARDS
When the films are much good, nor are

the awards. Such is the only comment
about the 11th Paris Science Fiction and
Fantastique festival. You can take the sf

label with a pinch or two of garlic. The
public can buy tickets to the films this

event unfurls, and they much prefer

horror over any form of science fantasy,

which explains why Israel's Message
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duction to a mere three movies a year.

Sad to see any film-making venture fail,

but hell, Lord Lew got what he asked

for. He thought filmgoers were like his

ATV viewers—suckers. Hence the kind

of mealy-mouth drivel he somehow
talked big name stars to appear in and

die in, time after time at the box-office.

You'll remember (wince, wince) Saturn

Three..,

BEUER TELLY
Not a// American tv is rotten. Forget the

three big networks (soon to be small,

dead and no doubt gone by the end of

the 80s with all the satellite and cas-

sette vision) and try a PBS show. That's

Public Broadcasting Service, and it's

standards are as high as the Beeb on a

good day. I expect either Aunty or

Channel Four to be vying for the latest

PBS American Playhoese bunch of 25.

plays. I hope so, anyway. They include

Kurt Vonnegut's Who Am I This rime?,

co-starring Susan Sarandon and

Christopher Walken—end Ray Brad-

bury's Any Friend of Nicholas

Nickelby's Is A Friend of Mine,

featuring dear old Fred Gwynne

—

Herman Munster that was PBS sounds

better than the doings of the Ewings,

hmm?

PIRATE TELLY

From The Future (Starfaurst 39) wasn't

even considered for the festival.

George Miller's Mad Max, which is

as close to sf or fantastique as Nine To

Five, copped the top trophy . . . nearly

two years after getting the jury nod at

the rather more selective Avoriaz fast

also French, and also sf and fantasy. This

time the film opened in Paris, after-

wards. It had been banned before

(despite distributors' cuts) because of

violence! Well, not banned, exactly,

given a X-rating, the same as porno. The

new Socialist regime's Culture

' Minister, Jack Lang, squashed the X

recently as part of his freer form of

censorship.

The jury and critics' prizes both went

to William Sachs' Galaxina, which the

French seemed to think was a straight

film, and not a send-up that didn't work.

Both awards carried a "special thought"

for Galaxina herself, the late Dorothy

Stratten. Karen Arthur picked up the

script honours for The Mafu (^ge,

which I saw at Cannes oh . . three .

.

four years ago and didn't think very

much of at the time. Mother's Day,

directed by Charlie Kaufman in New
York was considered worthy of a Black

Humour citation. David Hamming's

pretty good down-under thriller. The

Survivor, won a prize for its . . . music!

Best Actress was Deborah Benson in

Jeff Lieberman's Sucvivance (or Just

Before Dawn to you). If her prize is

money, I trust she spends it at a drama

school. Unless I've lost my notes, no

one was Best Actor, although Vincent

Price was given a special accolade (like

most of the the other award-winners)

for simply turning up.

Dne cannot accept this Paris event as

a serious festival at all. It's a good idea,

inasmuch as it lets the public in to a

bunch of more or less genre movies,

most of which are about to open any-

way, the rest of which may win a release

deal after proving themselves with the

tough audiences at the Grand Rex

cinema. (They loved Mad Max!) But

awards—forget it. Call it what it is, a sf

and fantasy week—but not a festival, ca

va?

FUNEREAL
One film missing from the Paris fast

and could have done with some Euro-

exposure, was The Hears*—reviewed

in Starburst 27. After a dismal run in

America, it looks as if Trish Van

Oevere's second horror picture (her

first was The Changeling with hubby

George C. Scott) will wind up as a quick

tv sale. "It wasn't strong enough for the

market place," comments producer

Mark Tenser. "We didn't chop off arms.

There wasn't enough blood." Well, no

wonder the Paris event didn't want

it..

SONOFCORMAN
That which jolly Roger Connan began in

the 60s, Peter Bogdanovich—one of the

many helped by Corman—is vowing to

continue into the 80s. The critic-tumed-

director has now become a distributor

as well, in order to save his comedy.

They All Laughed (Dorothy Stratten's

last him), from the shelf. But he also

aims for his Moon Pictures combo to

give breaks to new talent. He'll pick the

projects, at no more then four million

dollars each, direct some himself, and

pass on others to people who've caught

his eye in him schools and the like. So

far the only new talent he's talking of is

documentary maker Martha Coolidge,

while he's keeping upwards of four

scripts for himself. These include I'll

Reiuember April, a ghost number set in

Paris and The White Lady, based on

Robert Grave's Watch The North Wind.

"This vrill be," says Bogdanovich, "the

least expensive science hction him

since Roger Corman stopped making

them."

The director-cum-entrepreneur is also

talking animation—with a series of half-

hour cartoons aimed at cablevision or

video cassettes, based on another

Robert Graves work. Tales of the White

Goddess.

I wish him well, but I can't help

recalling that exactly ten years ago,

Bogdanovich, Coppola and Billy

Freidkin, all hotter than hot directors of

the hour, formed a caucus called The

Directors' Company ... and not a lot

happened. Better luck this time!

iTcsms
Lord Lew Grade's ITC Films Inter-

national has gone. Not sold. Just wound

up. In a word: Kaput! It could be that

this time next month. I'll be repx>rting

the Grade's Classic cinema chain has

gone as well—sold, this time. In order

to keep in movie production at all, Lord

Lew has had to sell many assets, in-

cluding the Beatles' music company,

and entered into a releasing deal with

Universal and cut his once lofty pro-

Add a new tv foe for the mighty net-

works of the world—pirate tv ships!

Yeah, just like the old Radio Caroline

days. Only words and pictures this time.

It's been happening in Israel where Tel

Aviv viewers can pick up the signal of

the good ship Odelia beaming out such

venerable classics as The Sound of

Music—Superman and Raiders, too!

VIDEOTIC TELLY
After the Christmas splurge of

hardware gifties, and the rush to pick up

some software, it's safe to assume that

the video blitz in Britain is going to start

evening out. Maybe even falling right

out of favour. That's not only my view

from the fence, but that of Intervision's ’

chief, Michael Tenner. Too much’

material has been bought by the mud-

dling number of video companies, he

says, and at ridiculous prices. At Italy's

Mifed film event, he heard people

offering up to E30.CKX1 dollars for the

rights of a film for the British market—

which just isn't that big, despite what all

the vid-mags seem to tell us.

"We're all to blame," says Tenner,

meaning the companies not the vid-

fans. 'We bring out too much. There are

no planned releases. Everyone's fight-

ing for shelf space and dealers are

sitting on up to a thousand titles. The

industry has got to get together to

restrict release." Dr else—bingo, that's

the end of the vid game.

DISC TELLY
Any dealer with all those titles on their

shelves will certainly catch a cold once

the video-disc begins making inroads

9
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over here. The quality of picture is

better on disc. As RCA rule the roost in

this area (for now), you don't always get
all of the picture ... For example, the
RCA disc now has Brian Oe Palma's

Dressed to Kill on offer But they've cut

out most of the bloodier scenes . .

.

while you can get the full cinema ver-

sion on the Warner Brothers tape. No
wonder discs are cheaper. There's less

of the film on them!

MEANWHILE, IN

COURT. .

.

It's not only the biggie movies like

Raiders which bring the writers and
their lawyers out of the woodwork
Group One's little horror flick. Alligator

(1960) has turned into a case of: See you
later, alligator—in court! A couple of

Los Angeles writers are suing pro-

ducers Brandon Chase and Joseph
Maginne and the hot new scriptwriter

John Sayles (Battle Beyond The Stars,

Return of the Secaucus Seven) for

breach of implied contract, whatever
that is. Surely, a contract cannot be
implied, it has to be written. But that's

the case of David Weinstein and Wahid
Boctor (two names to conjure with).

They claim the movie was based on two
of their previous numbers and they

want a total of 700,000 dollars for their

pains. The figure includes 300,000

because, they say, the Alligator movie
was made 'in a tasteless and inappro-

priate manner.' I like their gall! If I could

sue for 300X100 smackers for every film I've

seen made in a tasteless and inappro-

priate manner I could buy a share in Alan

McKenzie.

It's an odd suit for damages when you

learn that the writer's allegedly pur-

loined ideas were called Jaws Three

—

Network Two and See You Later,

Alligator. Personally, I reckon the judge
will respond with ... in a while,

crocodiles.

A very short while, in fact. A terrible

Thailand-made copy-Jaws called

Oocodile has lately surfaced on US
screens. Directed by one Sompote
Sands, made up as it went along. I'm

sure, it features an actor called Tiny Tim
. . who'd bring out the Scrooge in

anyone. The film is unspeakably awful.

R.I.P.

Aged 74, Jack Albertson, one of the

stars of Dan O'Bannon's Dead and
Buried film, had died of cancer at his

Hollywood Hills home. And there I was
running the old fella down a couple of

issues ago with my review, wishing
Henry Jones had been in the role in-

stead. Well, that's still my view Apart
from a couple of tele-movies, including

The Lilec Seeson with Vanessa
Redgrave, Dead and Buried was
Albertson's last movie. Ironically, his

role was an undertaker . . Also lately

dead, at 83, the Austrian actress, singer

and widow of composer Kurt Weill,

Lotte Lenya, better known (despite all

her Berlin work with Weill and Bertolt

Brecht) as the thoroughly nasty Rosa
Krebb villainess in From Russia With
Love.

FIRST WORD
Although it pulled in mucho money at

the box-office in America—or it did until

Time Bandits came out—Halloween II

is just not a patch on the original. II

starts where I left off, with Donald
Pleasence plugging The Shape full of at

least six holes. That's enough to have
Jamie Lee Curtis carted off to hospital in

shock. But not enough—ho! ho!—to
stop The Shape (Dick Warlock). He
survives all and proceeds to behave as if

he's on holiday from the Friday The 13th

summer camp He slashes at anything
that moves. To watch this film, the

debut of new director Rick Rosenthal
(he's far better with his Darkroom tv

work), it's simply unbelieveable that it

stems from the same team as the

original. Rosenthal examines each and
every successive murder like a patholo-

gists, instead of like Carpenter, a film-

maker. Bad news.

Not a lot to be said for Julie Corman's
spoof. Saturday The 14th, either It's

only success is in beating TTiursdayThe
12th to the movie-houses. Written and
directed by Howard R. Cohen, it

probably seemed a cute idea at the

time—1954? Richard Benjamin and
Paula Prentiss, the real-life marrieds,

inherit an Amityville-type house and for

75 unfunny minutes are beset by every-

thing left in the Cormania props room.
Vampires, ghosts, aliens and that looks
like the brother and sister of the

creature from the black lagoon. A sad
miss from Roger Corman's producer
wife. Not more than one real laugh in

the whole clambake.

Chances are you might find some-
thing to enjoy (and plenty to write angry
letters to me about) in both of these
movies. Not in Demonoid, though. I

think I'm on mail-free ground in de-
nouncing this piece of tripe, originally

called Macabra, and made down in

Mexico way in 1979. It's something of

another Hand movie, thankfully minus
Mike Caine, but not necessarily im-

proved upon by having Samantha Eggar
screaming as a disenfranchised hand
creeps up her leg and begins squeezing
her friend's faces until the pips shoot
out. Producer Alfred Zacharias directed

his own story, so there's no one else to

blame for the mess. I mean, what can
you expect from a movie that casts

Stuart Whitman as a priest. Stu
Whitman!

Michael Crichton's Looker is better.

T'ain't perfect. Not by a long chalk, and
seems, at times, a slightly readjusted

re-run of his Coma film, which is a touch
naughty, as Crichton didn't write Coma.
Robin Cook did. There's also a lot of

Stepford Wives here, plus Crichton's

Westworld ... Instead of perfectly

healthy bodies kept comatose while

their spare parts are auctioned off the

highest (ill) bidder. Looker has models
galore knocked off and replaced by
James Cobum's plastic surgeryed

computerised simulations. (Don't ask; it

rs muddling). Cobum is also into

hypnotic rather than old-fashioned

subliminal messages in the commercials

he makes with his models. Albert Finney

continues his Hollywood adventures

(after Wolfen) as the plastic surgeon
sought for the murder. Susan Dey,

remembered by some from tv's

Partridge Family, is his help-mate, a

real looker. So are most of the women
on view, from Leigh Taylor-Young (and

lovely) in a rip-off of Elisabeth Ashley's
Coma role, and a bevy of Playboy
Playmates Best sf touch is a light-pulse

gun. This doesn't kill, but helps you to.

Slowly the victim is put into a trance and
whoever carries the gun is immediately

invisible . . . Like I said, it is muddling. Or
did I fall asleep in the middle? Again.

Finally, there's some more attempts
at comedy-horrifics coming your way
(sorry about that). The Worm Eaters

(who's kidding?) is written, directed by
and stars Herb Robins in 1977 when he
thought he was Mel Brooks . . . Striking

back at a real estate scheme swallowing

up his property, our Herb, a worm
breeder no less, begins turning people
into human worms. The special effects

in these scenes resemble the Middle
Wallop Women's Institute production

of Miranda, The Mermaid. What else

can I say? Oh Herb sings to his worms,
dances with one called Bertha, he gets
run over by a truck at the finish and like

almost everyone else in the thoroughly

bad taste movie, he eats worms. On
camera. Pass the vomit-bag, please.

Where Friday the 14th fails. The
Creature Wasn't Nice almost makes it.

Bruce Kimmel, writes and directs this

often glorious satire of the things-from-

outer-space-up-there-far-way trips. It

starts the usual way— a spaceship

lands on a distant star, picks up some,
er, stuff, takes off and the, er, stuff

grows and grows and, well, hello

Monster, howya doin'. Stuck with the

resultant mass on aboard their craft are
the director himself; Cindy Williams

from tv's Laveme and Shirley (what
these tv stars get up to in their hiatus

periods!); Patrick MacNee as a mad
scientist, one or two steps removed
from his Howling character; and still

very much in his Airplane mould, the

splendid Leslie Neilsen as their idiot

commander. Yes, for all its faults, I liked

this 'un.

SCALA PREMIERE
A word to the wise . . . London's Scale

Cinema is to premiere the superior

Australian psychological thriller Patrick

on Friday February 19th 1982. Unfortu-

nately, the film does not use the sound-
track score composed by the rock band
Goblin that was used on the Italian

version Nevertheless, the film is well

worth the visit if you are within striking

distance of the capital. Dther movies
lined up for this horror/sf season in-

clude Forbidden Planet The Invisible

Boy, The Howling, Dawn of the Dead,
Shivers, Night of the Living Dead, Rabid
and The Brood (Feb 20th); The Thing
and Invasion of the Body Snatchers
(Feb 22nd); Alien and Day The Earth

Stood Still (Feb 23rd); Women from the

Prehistoric Planet and Devil Girl from

Mars (Feb 25th)

And from what we can make out,

even those far from London will be to

see Patrick eventually, as the Beeb
have bought the television rights and
are planning to screen the film in the

next few months.
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TheendofBlake?
As m put this issue of Stirburst together, our
office has become literally swamped with mail.
The avalanche of letters following the final

episode of Blaka's 1 was so huge that just
reading your comments became almost a full-

time job. We've taken the liberty of reprinting

just a few of those letters here.

I am shocked, depressed and feel betrayed. As
a fan of Blake's 7 since its beginnings and
having seen the final episode screened by the
BBC on 21.12.81 at 19 20 hrs, I feel that
Britain's equivalent of SUr Trek, admired
throughout the world and brought to such a

violent and abrupt end in the Blake episode,

represents a betrayal of all the faithful fans and
followers of this innovative and spell binding
escapism.

The gambles taken in excluding Blake from
the last two series and destroying the
" Liberator", the very symbol of freedom in the
beginnings have been wiped out in the final

minutes, successful though they were, along
with the cynical and bickering heroes, all too
human and all the more easily identifiable with
for it.

Why, oh why, at this time of the Polish

crisis should such a blatantly political statement

be made, shockingly potent, that revolution

against oppression and violence is doomed to
failure and extinction.

I could weep for the futility of it all.

Graham J. Darlington SRN,
Liverpool.

I have just watched the final episode (7) of
Blake's 7 and I just could not believe my eyes.

Get hold of the producer, Vere Lorrimer,
threaten him, apply the thumb screws, throw
him at the mercy of Servalan, anything, but get

an answer out of him, will Blake's 7 continue?
My blood pressure has already gone up, my
heart is palputating. I'm hitting the bottle, if

this is the end of Blake's 7, fancy being
disillusioned with life at 21.

MrT. Kovacs,

Wakefield,

W. Yorks.

I am writing abouf the untimely demise of

Blake's 7. It hurt This may seem overiy

melodramatic, but I feel that it describes my
feelings over the way that the BBC clumsily

killed off the characters. Their deaths, after we
had seen them escape far more deadly

situations, was a mistake of the first degree. I

was not an ardent fan of the previous series,

but I had seen all the episodes of the latest

series, and the way in which the stormtroopers

caught unprepared (after they had already been

warned) and were able to pick them off in

order was totally out of context.

I do accept major characters being killed if

it will improve the story, but in this instance

the BBC are using it as an excuse to end the

series and so not make any more episodes. If

the BBC had allowed the characters to survive,

it would have been able to resurrect the series if

the demand was great enough (it has been for

the last two series). As it is now, to continue

would either mean Avon carrying on alone, or
all the characters merely being stunned which
would be cheap.

Deaths have never been properly handled on
Blake's 7 though, both Blake and Servalan
return from the dead (the former to meet his

demise at Avon's hands due to his incredible

inability to explain himself), whiile Jenna and
Colly both died off-screen, their deaths to be
meet with amazingly little remorse in the
surviving charKters. Dniy Gan got a compara-
tively fair deal.

The really offensive part was the stupidness
of the killings, and the manner in which all the

killings were crammed one on top of another
into the last 3 minutes. If the BBC had used
some sense, Blake's 7 could have ended
properly. As it was it ended with a belly-flop.

Keith Morris,

Hornchurch,

Essex.

I'm sorry to say it, but the final episode of

Blake's 7 seems to have consisted of an attempt
to shock the viewer as much as could be
possible. And it worked. I've no doubt that

there will be an unprecedented reaction against

it, in terms of letters, most of them full of
anger. And why not? After four years of living

with the characters, and sharing "the
adventures", the producers decide to forget the
people who helped the series last 4 years for the
sake of a cheap shock - to go out with a bang,
and all that. They had obviously got word from
the BBC that this was absolutely the final

series, and thought "why not?"
I'll tell you why not! Apart from the fact

that it was out of clraracter for Avon to make
two serious (and fatal) mistakes - a) not
finding out from Orac that extra forces were
around, b) killing Blake without hearing his

explanation - the producers have totally

invalidated the whole of the last four series. We
see them as a pointless, ultimately futile, series

of actions made by doomed people for the sake
of a lost cause. Evil - the Federation -

triumphs over Good, a message we don't need
forced down our throats to know what happens
in life. Do we really want to encourage an
attitude of "what's the use in doing anything
since you can't beat the system"? Being
unemployed I especially resent that sort of

attitude, which comes as a result of it, anyway.
I need hope, not more depression. Most of all, I

resent being taken for a ride. The fans have
been well and truly kicked in the teeth!

Thank you very much Blake's 7, for some of
the old episodes. I think I'll rewrite the final

episode as it should have been, for myself, and
forget this one.

John Swindell,

Mansfield,

Notts.

I cried buckeu. Over what may you ask? Well,
to some people it may be blatantly obvious!
What else but the last episode of Blake's 7,

Blake's death, by our hero, Avon's hand. Vila,

Soolin and Uncle Tom Cobly and all! Well!

what choice did he have. He killed his best

friend. So the federation finally won, and got
Orac into the bargain! I'm sure all readers will

greatly miss them all. I will. I hope the Beeb
will decide to repeat the original series, (heavy
hint) even if it is on Beeb 2. 1 missed the first

series.

Please could you print a photo of Paul
Darrow's last smile as the illustrious Avon? I

would be eternally gratefull

Andrea Curtis,

Barry,

S. Wales.

Obviously, the decision by the BBC to end the
life of one of their most popular series in years
has not been received well by the fans But
vdiat can we mere mortals do? PlentyI We all

pay our licence fee every year. And we are the
consumers of the BBC's output They will take
notice of our views - if we make them known.
On behalf of Blake's 7 fans everywhere. Star-

burst urges you to take up a pen and write to
the BBC protesting against the decision to take
Blake's 7 off the air. But, if such letters are to
be taken seriously andnot as the ramblings ofa
few fanatical followers please observe these
guidelines when writing your letter.

DO be politel

DO keep your letter brief.

DO NOT send one letter with several
signatures Separate letters will be more
effective.

00 address your letter to the correct
person. Bill Cotton, The Programme Controller,
BBC Television Centre. Wood Lane, London
WtZ

And if you've already written to anyone
other than Mr Cotton, please write again.

Chances are, it didn't get to him.

There is no doubt that if the BBC receives

enough intelligent, constructive pleas from the
fans of Blake's 7, they will p»v» very serious
consideration to reinstating the shov But it

can only work if the fans of the set -^n
not to be savages!
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ReviewbyAlan Jones

T
he Bogey Man is more in the same vein

as Halloween but at least this time with

the saving grace of being in a super-

natural context. Approaching this sort of film

with the trepidation we all do these days, we
can make the mistake in pinpointing its only

merit in an effort of justification, and if that

seems like damning The Bogey Man with
faint praise, let me also say that it is a story

well told, unpretentious in treatment and its

director, Ulli Lommel, welds the basic themes
we have all seen too much of recently very

well and fashions a cohesive and satisfying

whole.
Not only does the script plunder Halloween

but also The Exorcist, Carrie and The
Amityville Horror to name but a few more.
However, for once, I can forgive what is

usually a blatant lack of inspiration and praise

the very quirky and perverse story that has
been conjured out of the ready made melting

pot of ideas by Lommel, star Suzahna Love
and David Herschel.

The story opens in the past. After being tied

to the bed by his mother's lover for spying on
them, Willy takes a knife and stabs him to

death. Twenty years later his sister Lacey
(Suzanna Love) has never been able to forget

the part she played in this tableau and is

plagued by nightmares that have so alarmed
her husband Jake (Ron James) that he
suggests they visit the house where it all

happened in an effort to exorcise her guilt

once and for all. But there, her fears prove to

be well founded. Standing alone in her

mother's old bedroom, Lacey is horrified to

see the murdered man advancing towards
her in the mirror. She becomes so hysterical

that Jake smashes the mirror to pieces un-

known to them all that the malevolent force

telekinetically unleashed will haunt whoever
should come into contact with every broken
fragment.
The Bogey Man is full of striking images

that bring a whole new perspective to the

Helloween-clone formula. One occurs when,
after several deaths, a priest is called in to

exorcise the remainder of the looking-glass.

As he touches it, it glows with a red hot

intensity that sends a broken shard into

Lacey's eye turning her into the mirror's

accomplice. As you can tell, it's all very

bizarre on a thematic level. One of the more
interesting ideas to occur to the scriptwriters

is where Lacey's son steps on a piece of the

glass and goes off fishing where it reflects the

sun—and the evil—across the lake to a group
of teenagers with suitably eerie and
grotesque results. I don'twant to ruin this, the

most jolting of shocks , . . suffice it to say that

it brings a whole new meaning to making out

with your girlfriend in the car.A word here too
about the music by Synthe-Sound-Trax that

heightens the suspense extremely well.

It shouldn't be forgotten that the film is very

evidently a low budget quickie but Lommel's
direction raises it above the general appalling

level of recent offerings with confidence in his

material and noteworthy imagination. Thank-
fully missing here is the deadly pace and non-
existent action he brought to his Rainer

Werner Fassbinder factory film, Teitdemess
of the Wolves.
John Carradine is on hand once again in an

extended cameo as Lacey's psychiatrist, but

as usual he is completely superfluous apart

from misguided marquee value. Incidentally

the film title has an ‘o' missing from its

original American title of The Boogey Man.
This was just in case you thought it would be
a disco musical! All told, in more ways than

one, you should "Watch out for The Bogey
Man"0

the
bogeyman

The Bogey Man (1981)
Suzanna Love (Lacey), Ron James (Jake),
John Carradine (Dr Warren), Nicholas Love
(Willy), Raymond Boyden (Kevin), Felicite

Morgan (Helen), Bill Rayburn (Ernest),

Llewelyn Thomas (Father Reilly), Jay Wright
(Young Willy), Natasha Schiano (Young
Lacey), Gillian Gordon (Mother), Howard
Grant (Lover), Jane Pratt (Jane), Lucinda
Ziesing (Susan), David Swim (Timmy), Katie
Casey, Ernest Meier, Stony Richards and
Claudia Porcelli (Teenagers), Cathrine
Tambini (Katy).

Produced and directed by Ulli LommftI,
screenplay by Ulli Lummel and Suzanna
Love, photc^raphed by David Perling and
Jochen Breitenstein, edited by Terrell

Tannan, special effects by Craig Harris,
executive producer Wolf Schmidt.
Time 83 mins Cert X
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FILM & TV TIE INS
EARTfISEARCH (James Folett) A scwnce ftctkjn fantasy across
spaceandOme Based on the BBC Radw 4 serial £1.65
THE HOWLIN(i (Gary Brarsdner) Basis of the rrKwie directed
byJoeDante (See Startsurel 34. 36& 37) £1.00
RETURN OF THE HOWUNG (Gary Brandner) The author s

sequel to The Howling. £1.00
WOLFEN (Whitley ^neber) The basis of the movie siamng
Albert Finney and deected by ^^had Wadkigh £ 1 .25

BLAKE'S 7
BLAKE'S 7 (Terry Hation & Trevor Hoyle) An adaptation of
first senes episodes from the be9nning £1.25
BLAKE S 7 PROJECTAVALON mevor Hoyle)A continuat
ion from the above -> adapting the remainder of the first senes
episodes £ 1.00
BLAKE S 7 SCORPIO ATTACK (Trevor Hoyle) An adpataHon
of the first three episodes from senes 4 £1.50
BLAKE *3 7 Marvel s new monthly magaane featuring articles,

interviews, new text & comic stnp stones, a ful colour pul -out
poster and more'
1 : Blakc’a 7 facts, stuntman Nick Joseph. Paul (Avon) Oarrow
profile Poster Paul (Avon) Darrow 45p
2: Stuntman Mike Poner. Michael (Via) Keating. Blake's 7
scr^ibook. Poster Michael (Via) Keabng 45p

DOCTOR WHO
THE DOCTOR WHO QUIZ BOOK (Nigel Robinson) This
book » designed to test your knowledge and reveal bRle known
(acts about the Doctor Who legend A mu« for dl DoctorWho
fans' £1.25
DOCTOR WHO AND THE STATE OF DECAY (Terrance
Dicks) The latest addition to the adaptations of the Tom Baker
episodes £1 00
DOCTOR WHOMONTHLY
57: The Daemons; Doctor Who epoode guide Pan 21.
visual effects sculptor John Fnedtander mteiview. monster gal

Wry. Bernard Bresslaw photo-file plus two comic strips 40p
58: Phrf^) Madoc photo-file. The Krotons: Tlse Carnival of
Monaters: Doctor Who episode guxle <— Pan 22. An
Unearthly Child; Logopotia; The Tlwee Doctors plus three
conscstrtps 40p
59: Pyramids of Mars: Doctor Who epoode guide — Pan
23. visu^ effects designer Mat bvme interview. Doctor Who
merchanebse . Bernard Archer photo- file plus three comic Strips

40p
DOCT()R WHO WINTER SPECIAL BBC P*n Ubr»v Archive
Seleclor Sue Malden interview, complete guxie to the BBC
archives. Panopticon '81. ex-producers Bany Letts and Phdq)
HirKhckffe interview. Boris the Spider The War Machines:
The Evil of the Daleks plus two comic strips 45p

HAN SOLO AND THE LOST LEGACY (Brian Daley)
The latest addition to the Star Wars story' A new advent-
ure of Han and Chewbaoca £1.00
And from the same author
HAN SOLO AT STARS END 95p
HAN SOLO S REVENGE 9Sp

SOFTCOVER CINEMA BOOKS
THE FILMS OF JAMES BOND A BEHIND THE SCENES
HISTC^^ (Steven Jay Rubin) This book provides the first ever
detailed inside story of the James Bond Mrm from Dr. No to
For Your Eyes Only and is based on interviews weh 70
writers, actors, technicians and stuntmen vitimalely connected
with the Bond movies. lOh x 8V*. 102 pages, over 150
photo's. 95
SPLATTER MOVIES BREAKING THE USST TABOO (John
McCarty) a critical survey of the wildly demented sub-genre of
the horror Mm that hchan^ the face of Mm rcalhm forever
lOSixSW". 160 pages, over 100 photo's £5.40
FILM FANTASY SCRAPBOOK (Ray Harryhainen) Legendary
special effects craftsman Ray Harryhausen shares his secrets in

this expanded third edition ot his classic volume, featitfing new
chapters on Slnbad and the Eye of Che Tiger and Claah of
the Titans. 1 1 x 8 ^". 160 pages— 16 in fuB colour, wel over
400 photo's and iustrations £6 9$
THE ART OF HEAVY METAL ANIMATION FOR THE
EIGHTIES (Carl Macek) A (asonaOng tour of the strange and
excittng world of the Heavy Matal movie N s aM here
Taama. Harry Canyon. Den. Soft Landing. So Beautiful
A So Dangerous. GremlUw. Captain Stemn even
Grimaldi A complele survey of the Mm some critics are
caBng the most unusual movie since Fantasia. 9^ x 7i«".

128 pages — over half in ful colour, almost 200 photo's
skekrhes&ilusbations £6 00
^DERS OF THE LOST ARK THE ILLUSTRATO
SCREENPLAY The edned screenplay that combeies Lawrence
Kasdan's final senpt with elements of action and dkOogue from
the movie' Selected storyboards— extraordinary drawingi that
guide the Mmmakers step-by-step, scene-by-scene Ihrou^ the
actual production of the Mm' 1 1 x 8W. 128 pages, over 250
Auslrattons £3 50
HEROES OF THE SPACEWAYS (Bi Harry) A handy reference
book to 18 heroes, thee origins, the vBains they faced and
more' lOh x 8S". 128 pages » Nicludmg 16 in ful colour,
almost 150 photo's and ilustrations. £3.95

FILM MAGAZINES A FANZINES
CINEFANTASTIQUE
1 1/3: An American Werewolf in London: Hcartbeeps:
Conan the Barhartan: WoKen: The Howling makeup spfx

£2 40
1 1/4: Swamp Thing: Cat People (1981). The Works: the
Ray Harryhausen story Part I the early years 1920- 1957

£2 40

CINEMAGIC The guide to fantastic Mnvnaking
14: Sloryboarding. eleclonic spfx. Mmmaker Jerry Parm. low
budget devastation. Mmmaker Charles Jones. 8Sp

FAMCXJS MONSTERS
179: Conan the BarbarUn: vampire Mrm of the 1970s. The
Halloween Planet: Shock Treatment: David Cronenberg
MriKwaphy. Heartbeepa: WoHen; Raiders of the Lost
Ark; Richard Matheson re^ospect)ve Halloween II. £1.30
180: Halloween II: The Watcher In the Wooda: The
Grim Reaper: 1940 41 (antasy Mrm. An American Were-
wolf fai London • deector John Lands. Jenny (Alex) Agutter.
David (David Kessler) Naughton. make-up spfx creator l^k
Baker & Griffin (Jack Goodman) Dunne interviews. Quest few
Fire: The Mad Ghoul: Hell Night: Mefvyn Dcx^las £1.30

FANGORIA
14: Halloween 11/The Thing (re-make) — wTher- producer
John Ctfpenter interview. An American Werewolf In
London — make up spfx aeator Rick Baker & Jermy (Alex
Price) Agutter interviews. Dead A Bttried — co-wnter'co-
producer Ron Shusett interview, make-up qjfx creator Tom
Savmi. make up spfx craator Tom Bunm. movie rating,
horror m the comics— Part III Dead ft Burted Hcartbeeps~ make-up spK artist Stan Winston. Claah of the TItana et

al — Ray Kwryf^usen interview Part I; make-up spN creator
Chru Waias 9Sp
15: Swamp Thing: make-up spfx creator Tom Burman P«i
n. Halloween II^ producer Debra H8 interview. Halloween
'The Fog et al — Jaimie Lee Curtis tnterview. the Hitchock
(•9»cy — Part U. horror in the comics — Pan IV. film critics

Gene Stskel & Rogei Ebert irtterview Claah of the TItana ct
al— Rav Harryhausen eiterview Part 0. Shock TraatmantThe
Rocky Horror Show — creator RichardO Brian interview

£ 1.10

STARLOG
The Empire Strikes Back Jeremy iBoba FettI BuBoch

interview. Heavy Metal~ The Movie: The Empire Strikes
Back/Raiders of the Loat Ark — screenwriter Lawrence
Kasdan nicrvww— Part k fTCs Super Space Theatte. Raiders
of the Lost Ark — director Steven Spielberg interview Out-
land —Scan Conneiy interview

. Doctor Who: Star Wars— George Lucas interview — Part 111. Mind Warp — Ray
(Kore) Walston tnterview £ 1.00
51: Star Trek — WAam Shatner & Gene Rodenberry inter-

vieivs. Batman; Claah of the Diana — Ray Harryhausen
interview; astronaut Alan Bean mlerview. Return Match (fet-

ion by Philip K Dick). Allen Planet of the Apes ct al —
composer Jerry Goldsmith interview. The Empire Strikes
Back/Raiders of Che Lost Ark — screenwriter Lawrence
Kasdan inierview— Part U £1.00
52: Blade Runner: Hcartbeeps — director Alan Arfcush
interview. Distant Stars: The Powers of Mathew Star —
Peter (Mathew Star) Barton interview. For Your Eyes Only—
Jukan (Kmtalos) Glover interview; The Museum of the Surrey
& FantasOque. Star Trek Wdham Shatner mterview— Part U.

The Creature Wasn't Nice: effects animalor Peter Kuran
£1.00

COMIC BOOKS
ELFQUEST BOOK 1 (Wendy& Richard PW) A compilation of
the first five issues of the black & white series mioone complete
ful colour volume 11 x84"; IfiOpages £6 00
THE PRICE (Jim Scarlbi) A new story of the Metamorphosis
Odyssey(from Epic lllustratedi 10\ x8V. 48pages

£1.80
THE ILLUSTRATED JAMES BOND. 007 From the Daily
Express, the complete newspaper strip adaptations of
Diamonds Are Forevet. From Russia With Love and
DoctorNo. nx 8V.%pa9es £4.20
THE CHRONICLES OF JUDGE DREDD (John Wa^ &
Brian BoOand) from 2000 AO.acoIcctionaficnJudgeDredd
tales written by John Wagner plus one Walter the Wobot story
written by Joe CoBns The an throughout h by Bnan Boland
11 x 8V. 64 pages £2.95

COMIC MAGAZINES ft FANZINES
EPIC ILLUSTRATED
8: A Unit Love. A Uttle Hale! (Mhur Suydam). Maker

Wheatley) Ankhesenaroun (Trina Robbvis). fantasy
portfolos. Metamorphosis Odyssey Part XU (Jim Stvln).
Contact (Tim Conrad). Chlldrmofthc Stars— Partslft 11

(Charles Vess) Punk Zone (Mike Saeru & Denny Daley).
Shiny Beast (Rick Veitch) 7Sp
9; Metamorphosts Odyssey— Park XIU & XIV (JenStarfcn)
plu^ Jim SMrim interview. The Last Cenuur (Tim Conrad).
Children of the Stars — Part3(ChtelesVess). Welrdworld— The Dragonmaster of Klam (Doug Moench. John
Buscema & NLm*’ Severin) utxteryound comix. Match ft
Set (Lee Marrs) Isolation ft IHuaton (P Craig Russel).

75p

HEAVY METAL
10/81: Shakespeare for Americans (Wdter Simonson &
Howard V Chaykm). The Mercenary (SegreUes). Over-
ground (Caza). Vm Age (Jeff Jones). NU-GMi (G^ Daw);
B. J. BurierOy (John Workman). Den II — Part U (Richard
Corben). (he ait of Phifappe Dnulet The Immortal's Fete —
Pan fV (Enb Bilal). Sp^ vs artist Jose Bea: Tales of the
Galactic Inn (Jose Beal. Outland — Pan IV (Steranko).
Fever (NicoBet) Rock Opera (Rod Kierkegaard Jnr). The
Bus (Paul Kirchner) £ 1.00
11/81: Shakespeare for Americans: Hamlet (Howard V
Chaykm). The Mercenary — Part U (Se^eBes). Theory of
Evolution (Michael Gross), the an ofLeo& Diane DiBon. The
Immortal's Fete — Part VII (Enki Bilal). Al the Middle of
Cymblola (Francois Schurten & C Rcnard). Mudwog lArtfue
Suydam). Humus (Rafael Estrada). One Evening I Saw
RedI (Caza). I’m Age (Jeff Jones). Tex Arcana — Part VU
(John Ftncflcy) Siren Soitg (^Cummings & Paul Abrams).
The Egg of the World (Jeronaton). O'clock (A. AJtarrtba &
L Royo). The Bus (Paul Kirchner) £1.00

We welcome callers at out shop "The Edge of
Forever". 54. Bellegrove Road. WcUlng. Kent DAI6
3PY (telephone 01-301 3772). It stocks our full

range of fantasy film material plus science Action,
horror ft fantaey novels aird American comics (from
back-issues to the very latest inqiorts). Open
10.00am— 5.30pm MondUy. Tuesday. Thursday, ft
Friday; 9.00am— 5.30pm Saturday. Closed all day
Wednesday.



Above left: Marti (Linda Blair) watches horrified as Jeff (Peter Barton) fails to his death. Above: Marti and Jeff come under a savage attack in

the Garth mansion.

Review byAlan Jones
n another attempt to mine the ever
profitable youth market as successfully as
he did with Halloween, producer Irwin

Yablans has concocted a poor imitation

indeed with Hell Night. Director Tom De
Simone is unfortunately no match for John
Carpenter who elevated the fright film genre
to a height that still has no precedent apart

from Tobe Hooper's underrated Funhouse.
What Carpenter did with Halloween, De
Simone tries to do for the haunted house
genre and the result is barely adequate.

Here, to be a successful pledge to the Alpha
Sigma Rho fraternity, a group oftwo girls and
two boys have to spend the night at the

supposedly haunted old dark house. Garth
Mansion, where twelve years previously

Virgil Garth took an axe to each member of

his deformed family and then committed
suicide. The twist is, of course, that two
members of the family are still alive, so the

four youngsters don't know if the bizarre

hapF>enings are practical jokes played on
them by hidden members of the fraternity or
the real thing. That's the premise and as you
can see hardly original at all. As each one dies

a gruesome death (although actually not that

gruesome considering what we have seen
recently) it's up to Seth (Vincent Van Patten),

to go and try to get help, but as this is Hell

N ight, the police don't believe a word he says.

Meanwhile, back at the mansion of madness
it is giving nothing away to say that the film's

star, Linda Blair as Marti, is the only one to

escape unscathed. But not from my criticism,

she doesn't. Blair acts like she's in a different

film from the rest of the cast.

De Simone betrays his background in

softcore sex films like Chatterbox and Prison

Girls and hardcore gay pornography,
directing those sort of scenes here with a

really unpleasant edge although partly to

blame are the inanities uttered by the cast

courtesy of screenwriter Randolph Feldman.
In terms of horror, the film has only one good
shock and that's stolen from Halloween

anyway. It comes at the end of the film where
Garth, or whoever (I lost interest), is on top of

Marti's getaway car. Still, he is dispatched in a
novel way which is about the only original

idea in the entire film.

It looks like Irwin Yablans luck has finally

run out—Hell Night is sheer hell to sit through
as far as I'm concerned^
Hell Night (1981)
Linda Blair (as Marti), VirKent Van Patten (Seth),

Peter Barton (Jeff). Kevin Brophy (Peter), Jenny
Neumann (May), Spki Goodwin (Denise), Jimmy
Sturtevant (Scott), Hal Ralston (older cop), Cary Fox
(younger cop), Ronald Cans (driver), Gloria Heilman
(party girt).

Directed by Tom de Simone, Written by Randolph
FeMmsn, Music by Dan Wyman, Music editor Ken
Harman, Edited by Tony Di Marco, Director of

photography Mac Ahfe^. Art director Staven G.

Lagler, Executive producers JosephWoH and Chuck
Russell, Produced by Irwin Yablans and Bruce Cohn
Curtis.

Time: 102 mins CertX
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F
ilm-makers, the little ones, never learn.

They almost go out of their way to ask
for trouble with their titles. I mean . . .1

What else can one truthfully say about Mrs
Ringo Starr's new horror trip. The Unseen,
except . . . and so it should be!
Of course, one could say that anyway. To

be quick, flip and cynical about it. But we're
not in the habit of being quick, flip or cynical at

Starburst, are we? We say what we feel. And
if we happen to be unlucl^ enough to spend
yet another 89 minutes in the dark with a film
that makes us hit the typewriter in a quick, flip

and cynical mood, then so be it. That's what
what the film did to us, not vice-versa.

In this instance, the stupid title—because
it's obvious to a four-year-old how bad a
movie this is—has been retained by a whole
new'team of film-makers. I haven't got all (or

any) griff about the reasons for his last minute
succession of ownership, and indeed,
creation, but when I first learned about The
Unseen, shooting had finished and the film
was produced by Anthony B. Unger, written
and directed by Danny Steinmann, and
presented, whatever that means, by Herbert
R. Steinmann and Billy Baxter.

The names, admittedly, are nothing to have
you running across town and country to the
nearest cinema playing The Unseen with a
high expectation quotient. Mr Unger's
monicker seems to ring a bell from the old,

the very old Commonwealth United combine,
which spawns such high-priced forgettables
as Peter Sellers and Ringo Starr's The Magk
Christian and Peter Ustinov's Viva Max.
However, I could be muddling him with his

presumed kin, Oliver A. Unger, who more
recently used Barbra Bach (among others) in

Force Ten from Naverone. And all I know
about Billy Baxter is that he produced a tv
special about the Cannes festival the other
year.

But as Sam Goldwyn is said to have said,
we have all passed a lot of water since
then. .

.

When the film opened recently in America
(to poor business; it's not bloody enough for
our Translantic cousins), the credits read

:

"produced by Mr Unger" still, but with an
executive and a co-producer, written by
Michael L. Grace, directed by Peter Fogel and
presented (still) by Herbert R. Steinmann, but
now in association, as they term it, with
Jeffrey Ingber.

Who actually did what with what and to
whom, I honestly don't know anymore.
(Perhaps Ms Bach can tell us sometime

—

she's currently near the top of all our
interview lists).

But that's American credits for you.
Political and . . . buyable. I really don't see
howwe can set much store by them since the
news that a Houston store was selling a
screen credit as the ultimate in Christmas
gifts. Just 1,250,(XX) dollars for the privilege
of working on Bob Evan's next project. The
Cotton Club, and winding up with a
'production associate' credit on screen. Hah!
(Texas millionaires out to get Junior
something real cute for Xmas were, no doubt,
further delighted to note that the price of this

gift was . .

.

tax-deductiblel)
All of which has nothing to do with The

Unseen, beyond assisting in putting off the
moment of truth a little longer.
Barbara Bach looks good. That's the good

news. And from the outset, this looks as if it

could be a film John Brosnan, sundry readers
and myself could go for. BB is a woman in

jeopardy. Again ... Or, tragically, as the film
soon proves, it's her career which is in the
worst jeopardy.

The bad news is that she's far from her
usual vibrant self. Well, she is pregnant in the
story. Furthermore, she is arguing with her

Thi* spread: A sthction of scenes from the forthcoming horror. The Untami. No prizes for guessing
which is Berbers Bech. Keren Lemb is on the left of the above picture end the retarded monster is
played by Stephen Furst. Not a lot more to say is there?
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ex-footballer lover about an abortion. She's
for. He's against. By the end of the film, such a
move should be superflous.

BB plays Jane Fonda. Yes, another
newslady. Sorry, tv newsperson. She's
covering a Danish Day festival in a California
town, Solvang, with her two women (er,

person) crew. They are the tops at their trade,

very together persons. And yet, they'd never
thought of booking hotel rooms for the trip.

So what do they do, these telly professionals,

but take rooms in the kind of out of town
mansion that is so instantly suspicious that

nbt even Norman Bates would be seen dead
in it.

The joint is run by the similarly suspicious
and remote Sydney Lassick. You'll remem^r
Syd from Cuckoo's Nest. He's still somewhat
cuckoo. Shifty. And apparently out to win
Solvang's Ernie Borgnine Clone contest. He
lives with his sister, Leila Goldoni. Live with,

is right. . .The result oftheir incestuous affair

is the inevitable monster killer locked in the

basement.
"It's not right," say Leila as the new guests

check in. 'They could find out."

Could, has nothing to do with it. Of course
they will I

Lois Young's sound-recordist is first to go
. . . which doesn't help Barbara's tele-film in

town, nor the one on screen. Lois is attacked,

as the script has it, by an unknown force . .

.

She's stuffed into a furnace vent, her head
twisted and broken, sticking out of the

opening. Blood is everywhere and in true

Norman Bates manner, Leila Goldoni, cleans

up the mess . .
.
just in time for Karen Lamb's

blonde cinematographer (Barbara's sister but
don't let that plot-line worry you) to be spilled

all over the place again.

Poor Leila. A woman's work is just never
done!

Stephen Furst, from Animal House, is the
huge and retarded offspring to whom killing

is a game. He's sort something of a man-child
and looks as if he's strayed in this film from a
Fellini set. Rather in keeping with John
Landis' American Werewolf, here's another
case of after Animal House, a different kind of

animal . . .

The rest of the script—whoeverwrote it—is

written by numbers. Not a single shock or
surprise in what goes on, except in how badly
it is constructed, shot and act^.
Make-up effects by Craig Reardon and

Harry Woolman show some thought, design
and even feeling for the genre. Nothing else

does. Fogel allows Lassick and Goldoni to go
way, but way over the top. They chew more
scenery than when Faye Dunaway played
Joan Crawford and Crawford lost. Whether
this limp rag of a film is imported to Europe in

any fashion other than a fast buck video
cassette, remains to be unseen^

The Unseen (1981)
Barbara Bach fas Jennifer Fast), Sydney Lassick
fEmest Keller), Stephen Furst (Junior), Leila Goldoni
(Virginia Keller), Karen Lamm (Karen Fast), Doug
Barr (Ton/Ftoss), Lois Young (Vida Thompson).

Directed by Peter Fogel. Script by Michael L Grece.
Photography by Roberto Quezada. Additional
photography by Irv Goodtrott. James Carter, Edited
by Jonathan Braun, Music by Miehaal J. Levi^,
Make-up design by Craig Reardon, Special effects by
Harry Woolman. Stunt co-ordination by Sonny
Shieids. Produced by Anthony B. Urrger,

Co-producer, Don P. Bahrus, Executive producer,
Howard Goldfarfa.

A Triune Rims production for US release by World
Northal Rims.
Tarts: SSmiits
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Feature by Phil Edwards

While John Brosnan has been

drowning his sorrows over the

failure to turn Jawman from an

idea into a concept, French film critic

and journalist Jean-Claude Romer has

sold his first screenplay, Litan, and the

feature was shot in mid-1981.

Jean-Claude Romer is well-known in

France for his television programme
Monsieur Cinema, a weekly programme
of clips and comments from the latest

releases. He is probably best-known to

fantasy film fans for his pioneering

fantasy film magazine Midi-Minuit

Fantastique, still regarded by many as the

most important journal of its type and
the fore-runner of the likes of Famous
Monsters of Filmland and all the rest

which followed in its wake.

Jean-Claude told me of his latest

venture at the recent Paris Fantasy Film

Festival. Litan is a mysterious mountain
city which hides many secrets and
treasure, and is peopled by a bizarre race.

The film is directed by Jean-Pierre

Mocky who despite the twenty features

to his credit finds Litan the first fantasy

film he has directed.

The film is to be premiered at the

Avoriez Fantasy Film Festival and opens
in Paris in early 1982. A
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rilliant" and "Stunning" are such
overused words of hyperbole
these days that when a film comes

along that truly merits them I fear their

effect is often dulled. I tend not to use

these words too often myself but I just

have to apply them to Dragonslayer. It is

stunning. Why? Because unlike most
special effect forays of recent times,

Dragonslayer, with the aid of superior

stop-motion animation, hand puppets and
hydraulic body mechanisms superbly puts

on celluloid one of the most spectacular

creatures of myth which in turn totally

immerses you in a world of fantasy. You
believe what you see. Few films have the

ability to do that successfully. In recent

times Raiders of the Lost Ark and Time
Bandits have put across this element
superbly — Dragonslayer does it equally

magnificently as it offers some of the

most indelible images ever to be seen in

the cinema of the fantastic. The film has

a fairly thin storyline — it is a fairytale

after all — and the direction by Matthew
Robbins can only be described as

adequate but it is for the technological

wizardry alone that I urge you to see

Dragonslayer.

The film opens as a group of

despondent villagers, headed by Valerian

(Caitlin Clarke), make their way to

Cragganmore, the home of an elderly

master sorceror, Urich (Ralph

Richardson), and his apprentice, Galen

(Peter MacNicol). They want the wizard

to help them vanquish the dragon,

Verminthrax Perjorative, who has been

plaguing their land for decades. At the

moment the dragon is appeased by twice

yearly sacrifices of beautiful young
virgins but the villagers want it killed

once and for all to put an end to the

misery. On the first few steps of the

journey, Ulrich is killed, but Galen with

the wizard’s amulet clutched in his hand,

decides to carry out the deed himself and

upon arrival at the dragon's lair causes a

landslide that blocks the entrance of the

carnivorous fire-breather. The subsequent

rejoicing in the land is completely

shattered when the dragon escapes and
wreaks havoc on selected homesteads.

Galen will have to try again, only this

time he arms himself with a suitable

weapon for the purpose — a special spear

tempered and honed by Valerian's father.

Armed with his dragonslayer, a shield

made up of dragon scales and his love of

Valerian,Galen enters the creature's

abode. Is this all he'll need to vanquish

the dragon? Have no fear, Ralph

Richardson literally rises from the grave

to help his misguided aide and the epic •

battles that ensue take place in the air

and on the ground amid rousing



technical firewortts and the flawless

melding of stop-motion puppetry and

modelwork I mentioned earlier.

I almost feel like aping those cinema

advertisements that at one time were used

for myriad Italian spectaculars — See the

dragon rise from the Lake of Fire. See the

helpless princess eaten alive by baby

dragons. See Galen riding on the dragon's

neck. See . . this all for yourself!

There are so many nice touches in

Dragonslayer. For example, bright

colours are only used for the sequences

involving magic. This elicits a subliminal

surprise in itself that makes them all the

more rewarding. One of the more notable

technological advances in the film is the

Halo Crane used extensively to

present the dragon's point of view.

This device is quite startling in one shot

where the camera pulls away from the

dragon's first victim and then suddenly,

and shockingly, belches a flame towards

her. It is worth nothing here that

although this is a Disney release, it is so

successful in creating an eerie

for the darker side of the fable,

does have a fair quota of

moments. One of the best eleme



script, written by Robbins and Hal

Barwood, is the way the last dragon is

tied to the inevitable death of magic and
the occasional snatches of emergent
Christianity go a long way towards
creating this feeling of loss. In that

.aspect, the film is similar to the

character of Merlin in John Boorman's
Excalibur signifying a dying breed. Also

in common with Excalibur is the

production design, here courtesy of Elliot

Scott, which is top notch. The film is

given a classy medieval look by Derek
Vanlint's photography too.

When he was shooting the film, Peter

MacNicol told me that his one fear about

Dragonslayer was that he would see

himself appearing on lots of cereal

packets. In retrospect he needn't have

been so concerned. Inexplicably, the film

has not been a success in America
apparently due to Paramount, who
released the film in the US, having to

choose between it and Raiders of the

Lost Ark as to which they should

promote the hardest. My own view is that

their publicity campaign was so

off-putting, saying as it did, "Dragon-
slayer is not a fantasy". How ludicrous

can you get? When you consider it was up
against the disappointing Clash of the

Titans, and failed, even though every

effect is superior — it is incredible! Ray
Harryhausen, who has been using the

same animation techniques for the last 25
years, apparently said when he saw
Dragonslayer that the film was OK but not

really the direction he thought he should

be moving in. In actual fact he should be

thanking Industrial Light and Magic for

showing how successfully integrated stop-

motion animation can be in a

fully-fledged fantasy film.

My one hope with Dragonslayer is that

its European release will redress the

balance of its failure to compete success-

fully in the US market. It really does

deserve to.
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T
he world's No 1 movie star—end Starburster,

come to that—scratched his new beard. And
yawned. Yeah, said Harrison Ford, he'd found

time to enjoy books again. He’s lately been reading

Gorki Perk. But no, he wasn't going to be in the

movie. No way! He was taking a rest. A loooong rest.

Six months of it. More time off from films than he

could remember having since he first quit movies to

be a carpenter. "It would," he underlined, "take an
Act of Congress to get me to work before Jedi"

He deserves the break, we would all agree. Just

check through the list of the Top Four Movies in

screen history for proof. Harrison Ford is the star of

three of them. (We think you know the titles without

any prompting). Within the next couple of years, he
could be the star of five in the Top Ten ... or indeed

the Top Five.

Not even the people he's continually being likened

to of late—Gable, Bogart, Wayne, etc—ever had it

that good. And he's enjoying what he terms his luck.

We're in France at that moment, where he's being

hailed as a "turbo-seducteur" with the shoulders of

John Wayne, the smile of Alain Delon, the vulnera-

bility of Woody Allen and the intelligence of Paul

Newman
He smiles as the review is read out to him. "And

there I was thinking I was just Harrison Ford."

His next two big movies contain both good news
and bad .

.

The bad news is that, according to Ford, The
Revenge of the Jedi marks the exit of Han Solo from

the Star Wars saga . .

.

The good news is that Steven Spielberg has

agreed to direct the Raiders of the Lost Ark sequel in

1983 In fact he's adamant that no one else will do it.

"I'd hate to let it slip through my fingers into sombody
else's hands," Spielberg has stated. "I'll certainly not

be involved in the third or fourth one, but I really want
to do the follow-up, because the new story is even
more spectacular than Raiders

"

When I try to clarify the shock Solo news—"you
mean it's the last Star Wars tale for you or for

Solo?"—Ford looks and sounds stunned. "For Solo,"

he says quickly. Then, as if it's the first time such a

thought has crossed his mind, he adds, "I assume
they will not replace me with another person to play

Solo
"

He shakes his head. No, of course not they

wouldn't, he appears to be telling himself. Then, he

explains the reasons for Solo's departure. Sparsely

"After Jedi, the next sequence of three Star Wars
stories go back in time. So, Solo's not in them.

Ah! And, or so it would appear, he's not due to

come back in the final set of three, the films that will

take over where Jedi leaves off.?.

"You've got it," he yells. "You’ve got it exactly

right!"

Another journalist sharing this very early morning

conclave is the surprised one now. You mean, he
says, they're going to make nine of these films. Ford

simply nods . and looks over to me quittically, like

what-planet-is-this-other-guy-coming-from . . .?

'Well, a year or so back," he says, "everyone would
have said, are they really gonna do three?"

The other guy is still worried by what he somehow
sees as Ford's defection from the films. Surely, he

asks, he's committed to the series in a way? "I was
committed only to the first Star Wars," responds

Ford somewhat tersely.

"I mean a moral commitment," insists the other

chap

"Oh yeah," mutters Ford. "But there are moral

committments and moral commitments. I have a

greater moral commitment to myself ... and to my
career. But I am very loyal to those people, sure. I

have a long relationship with George."

That seems to satisfy the gent from Denmark and

THE DEAUVILLE TAPES PART I BY TONY CRAWLEY
in his pause that follows. I'm able, in the

time-honoured tradition of shared conflabs, to get a

few of my own licks in ... A lot.

Like, how much persuasion did he require to play

Indiana Jones and thereby headline two film series at

once?

'Well, I'm not headlining the Star Wars films," he
says.

Starbunt: You are for some, for lots of the fans.

Harrison foal: No, no, this is an ensemble group. I'm

pan of it. That's all.

Even so, hadn't there been some friction about
playing Solo the second time in Empiro ,..?

Not a bit of friction. What you heard was the basis of

one 15-minute conversation during shooting . .

.

George first approached me with the Raiders idea

without a script. He very simply called up and said,

'We've been kicking this idea around that you should

play the pan in Steven's movie." I said, "George,

that's very nice—what's it about?" He sent me the

script and I thought it wonderful ... I should add I

wasn't even their first choice. They'd wanted Tom
Selleck but he couldn't get out of his tv commitments
for Magnum P.l. So I got the pan by default.

After reading the script, I had a meeting with

Steven. My youngest son, Willard, and my girlfriend,

Melissa, went over to Steven's house. And the only

question I had In my mind about it was, because both
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Above: Harriton Ford as tha datactiva Packard in tha forthcoming ftidlay Scott film Blade Runner
vrhich is not dua to open in this country till late in 1982. Oppocite top: Ford as the smuggler Han
Solo, In the George Lucas fantasy Star Wars. Oppoaite below: Ford as Solo with C-3P0 in tha Star

Wan sequel Tha Empire Strikaa Back.

Empire and Raiden were written by Larry Kasdan,

there was some little similarity in the characters. Or

in the dialogue, not the characters. Steven agreed we
should make a definition between the two . . . and. not

give Indiana Jones the kinds snappy dialogue which.

In cases was a little Han Solo.

Who decided on the look, the overall Indy imagef

George . .

,

Silly question!

It's a strange thing. George had some concept

drawings made maybe two years before there was
any thought of me doing the part. They were by an

artist named Steranko. If you look at those alongside

stills of the him, it's very striking, the similarity

between the two. George insisted on the leather

jacket. George Insisted on the wide brimmed felt

hat—even though we were in Tunisia in a 120

degrees. I kept saying: Jesus, is there any reason for

this . . . suffering!

So the hat was one of the things you hated about

Tunisia. There were others, I gather.

Well, the main one was dysentery. That'll do it every

time! That does spoil a nation foryou. To see it from a

toilet seat. It was just a very tough location, with all

that physical stuff.

And you're no keep-fit expert more of an anh-jogger,

right?

I'm not militant about it! But every time the question

comes up. I can manage to sneer. It's a common
enough question about exercise, considering Raiders

and things. People always ask me how I keep in

shape. And I say. being in movies is enough exercise

for me. I mean, hell, if I hadn't done some of the stunts

in Raiders, I wouldn't be seen in the film at all!

What happens next to Indy. I take H you are going to

make the next one?

Oh sure. With great pleasure! Oh yeah! I think we
begin in '83 and for the first time. I think, in the history

of sequels and good directors. Steven is going to

direct it. {Well, he did say he knew nothing about old

movies. Not even, it appears, such recent old movies

as The Godfather couple, both, directed, of course,

by another of his movie-brat pals, Francis Coppola).

So this is very exciting for me. It was one of the best

working experiences in my life, working with Steven.

Any marked difference in the directing styles of

Steven and George.

The difference is the difference between people. I

don't know how to relate those differences to you .

.

Let's hear more about the best experience with

Spielberg then.

It was . . . excellent! Steven allowed a kind of

collaboration that was really a lotta fun for me. I like to

become really involved as much and as long as

possible. Steven was always willing to let to do

another take if I insisted I could do it better. With

some people you have an extraordinary kind of

exchange of ideas, where one idea seems to lead to

another to another to another . . . Steven and I work

that way.

A lotta people, if you have a point, a different point

of view, you have to sort of win the whoie argument,

you know. You have to make your case so strong that

the other person has to give up completely. That's

not so with Steven. I mean, if I had a little bit of an

idea, he adds to it, and then I can add to it and he adds
to it and it builds into something we both think is

better than what we had before ... or so stupid we
end up rolling about on the floor with laughter!

You've been very laudatory about Irving Kershner on
the Empira film, too.

He was . . . wonderful! He's a different kind of

director. But we also had a very close relationship on
the level of freedom to contribute. A lot of directors

make one film a year and don't wanna know. "Just say
the words, mah friend, and let's get out of here."

That relanonship provided the most illuminating

chapter in Alan Arnold's book about the making of

Cmpiro . . .
your discussions with Kersh about the

scene in the freezer.

I didn't read the book!

What? Thatsurprises me. I thought you'dhave to sign

a release, sanctioning it for publication.

I gave general permission for anything to be used . .

.

Anything that George would permit! Because I don't

care. I don't really care. But. yes, it was an extra-

ordinary situation that day. That was the day that »
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Kershner was wearing a tadio-fflike, so they had all

his conversations verbatim.

How did you get on with Ridley Scott on BMe
Rmmer?
(He yawns againl. I did that in London.

WHAT?I Los Angeles, surely?

Wait a minute, wait a minute . . . You know what it is, I

was just talking to Ridley on the phone, and he is in

London . . . This is a very good example of what

happens to you when you're in Venice one day, Paris

the next and now it's . . . where . . . Deauville?

And it is kinds early in the morning!

No, no, there's no excuse for this at all! (He positively

bristles at himself). When they first asked me about

doing Blade Renner. I was in London on . . . Empire, I

guess. And they said they were going to do it in

London. And I said, 'Well, thank you very much,

gentlemen, but I don't want to work in London

anymore. I wanna go home . .

."
I'd had long enough in

London from Star Wars, on through Force 10 From

Navarono and The Empire Strikes Back ... and I

wanted to be back home with my kids.

When they came back to me, it turned out they

couldn't put it together in London for some reason

and had to do it in Hollywood. They asked me again

and that's when I said. Yes.

There have been stories ofmore friction about this

film, between you and Scott. Forinstance, Scott likes

to run his own camera during shooting and you, well,

preferred that he didn't So for that matter, I guess,

did the Hollywood film unions. What happened?
It was no great bone of contention or an^hing
between us ... I don't think he ever got around that

problem. He just learned to accommodate the

reality—actually, Ridley was able to shoot a few

things when he really wanted to. And he's very good.

Especially with a hand-held camera. I think there'll be

quite a few shots in the film with Ridley operating his

hand-held camera.

What's your beef about that anyway?
He likes to watch the performance through the lens.

As an actor. I'm glad he wasn't able to do that ... all

the time. I think it's better to have his attention on all

the other things. He knows that's the way I feel.

I think that when a director is looking through the

camera, he's watching the edges to be sure where
everything is. I want a director to be helping me with

the whole scene, the perfomiance. It's not that this

isn't possible, or that Ridley hasn't done it before . .

.

and very well.

You play Deckard, very much a Philip Marlowe type,

an urban city detective ...but in the year2020. Urban
hwsl
Even lower than that. Like lower depths . .

.

He 's retired and lured back in the game to track down
six killers— "replicants "A kind of android, almost

indistinguishable from real humans ... it say here.

You look too young to have retired.

In this case, the retirement is something to be earned

by good service. There are retirements and
retirements . . for mental strain, for example, like the

air traffic controllers. Not many of them reach the end
of the line.

I've heard that Deckard is a replicant . . android. .

.

robot. . . him, or itself. Is that correct?

NO!

Igather that Ridley Scott wants him to be a replicant

And I've seen the adjective "android" entering into
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descriptions of Deckard in certain American

magazines.

Did you . . .? Well, it will be a surprise to me But then

I haveri't seen the final cut of the film yet.

How ambitious are you? Ever want to play Hamlet I

mean.

No. [He laughs) No, I really don't have any focused

ambition at all. My mission, when I started in the

business, was simply not to have to do anything else

for a livingl And now, my only ambition is to good

word. For me, that depends on the idea, the script . .

.

I can't foresee what comes up in the future. So I can't

have a focussed ambition for me.

Apart from avoiding being typecast as a space

buccaneer, which you still certainly managed in a

hurry.

Listen, from the beginning, when Star Wars came

out, and I saw what was happening . . . well, even

before that. When I was first starting as an actor and

under contract at Columbia Pictures for a little while,

then at Universal, they kept putting me in the same

kinda roles. If there were two bad brothers. I was the

sensitive one! So, I actually stopped being an actor

and became a carpenter as I've told you before (see

Sttiburst 3). I did that so that I didn't have to do the

same thing over and over again.

It was my idea, at the time, if I didn't get a better

part than usual, more money, better billing, I wouldn't

do the part. So, for the next five, six years [he laughs)

I only worked twice. People only met this condition

twice. American Graffiti came along . . and after that

for the next two years I was offered nothing but the

same kinda part. So I never worked. I never workedi I

went back to doing carpentry.
'
'<

Then Star Wars came out. When I saw it before it

came out, I thought this is gonna be a big, commercial

success, a lotta people are gonna see this. The first »

and most important thing I can do right now is get
'

something on film that is a total contrast. This is why I

did Heroes. Well, it wasn't as successful. Not a lot of

people saw it. But the people in the business saw it

and that was very important to me.

So even though I've done three Is/c) of the Star

Wars, it's not as if I've done the that same character

in the other films. Only in the Star Wars films. And

inbetween—because of the success, of course, of

the Star Wars films I've done quite a few other kinds

of film and I've never done the same part twice in any

of them. Some of them weren't so good, but I think it

was critical for me to do those films. Not only that, but

I enjoyed doing . . most ... of them.

Even so, you're still typecast in a way. You 've become
the No 1 fantasy hero. How do you feel about that?

I don't . . . wanna argue with the terms ... but I think

the word "hero" has no particular meaning. I don't act

heroic in the films. It's not based on the character

being totally heroic. He does extraordinary things,

but it seems to more impulsive than circumstantial.

But isn't that what true heroes are is impulsive?

I don't understand this word "hero", actually.

I thought you were going to query the other word—
fantasy!

I would ...II was going to get to that. Because I don't

really know what that means either! They use it,

magazines like yours, in the context of StarWan and

now they use it in the context of Raiders. Hell, all

films are fantasies, aren't they? 9
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This month's Starburst SF Classic turns the clock back just four years to 1977, the year
that George Lucas unveiled his science fantasy masterpiece on an unsuspecting public and
changed the face of sf in the movies for good. In the intervening years, the movie has shot
up the charts to become the lar^t grossing movie of all time. Returns of over 200 million
dollars worldwide have made George Lucas one of the most powerful filmmakers in the

industry. Phil Edwards looks back at the making of the movie.
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Feature by Phi!Edwards

Above: Gary Kurtz and George Lucas pictured during filming of Star Wars. Below: The shooting of

the triumphant victory celebration in the dosing scene of the movie. Bottom: On location with the

crew in the deserts of Tunisia.

A fter only four years it seems odd to me
to be setting pen to paper to write a

Starburst SF Classic feature on Star

Wars. The film is still so much in the public

consciousness that to treat the film in a

retrospective manner seems almost

redundant. But is it? I think not. Star Wars is

still probably the most important film ever

made, not so much for its dramatic content

which is actually extremely unimportant, but

its effect on so many areas of the

entertainnrtent industry.

Before Star Wars, science fiction cinema
wallowed in a cultism which somehow
prevented wide audience acceptance.

Certainly in the 50s, sf cinema had attracted

big audiences, though generally these

audiences were composed of young
teenagers and for the most the films

concerned were low budget efforts which

owed more to the horror genre than the field

of space fantasy—outstanding exceptions

being Forbidden Planet and This Island,

Earth.

The 60s were pretty much a wasteland

apart from the landmark film 2001 : A Space

Odyssey which, despite its success, didn't

usher in a new boom in the field the way Day
the Earth Stood Still had done in the 50s. The

reason for this was more for economic
reasons than anything else. 2001 had cost a

lot of money and had taken several years to

make, thanks to Stanley Kubrick's meticulous

attention to detail. Although 2001 ultimately

made a lot of money for'MGM, it had also

nearly bankrupted the studio, a fact that

Hollywood met with a great deal of wariness.

It was also slow to break even, gradually

building its audience through word of mouth
rather than reviews, which at the time were
mixed.

It looked like a new sf boom may have been
underway in the mid 70s when MGM
announced that Logan's Run was to be finally

produced after several years of abortive

attempts to turn that most filmable of sf

novels into celluloid reality. But Logan's Run
proved a disaster from almost every point of

view, and once more the Hollywood moguls
were wary of the sf genre.

George Lucas first brush with the sf genre

came while still a student at UCLA Film

School when he made the short THX 1138

4EB, an Orwellian fable of uncompromising
bleakness. In 1971 Lucas expanded the short

film into a feature called simply THX 1138

which starred Robert Duvall. Though the film

received good notices it in no way indicated

the way in which the young director would
progress. In 1973 Lucas directed and co-

wrote American Graffiti, still the best of the

youth culture movies to come out of

Hollywood.
Around this time Lucas became interested

in the idea of remaking the Flash Gordon
serials as a big budget feature. Fortunately for

him the rights weren't available and Lucas set

about fashioning his own script using the

space fantasy milieu of the old Buster Crabbe

serials as his jumping-off point, adding in

ideas from such diverse fields as comics,

Hollywood war movies, the odd snatch from
James Bond, and a healthy chunk of Tolkien-

esque fantasy.

He called his screenplay The Star Wars and

in it told the story of Luke Starkiller, a young
farmboy who becomes involved in the battle

between the rebel forces and the evil, all-

powerful Galactic Empire. Lucas' screenplay

went through many changes while he was
shopping it around the major Hollywood
producers. Universal came close to taking it

on, impressed by the success that American
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GrafHti had proved for them, but they

ultimately rejected it. It was Alan Ladd Jnr,

then head of production at Twentieth
Century-Fox, who realised the potential in

Lucas' ideas and enthusiasm.

By the time the film commenced shooting
in March 1976 Lucas had altered much of the

content of the film. No longer was Luke
Starkiller trying to rescue his brother from the

Empire heavies with the aide of an aging
space pirate named Han Solo but rather he
became Luke Skywalker trying to rescue a
beautiful princess with the help of a dashing
space pirate named Solo and a Gandalf-like

character called Obi Wan Kenobi. Reportedly
an even earlier version had the Luke character

a female. Other changes became necessary
through budgetary limitations. Luke's home
planet of Tatooine was to be of the jungle

variety and shooting was to take place in the
Phillippines, but when the logistics and costs
involved were considered it was decided to

turn the jungles into a desert and some arid

and interesting landscapes in Tunisia fitted

the bill exactly. The rest of the film was shot
on the soundstages at Elstree and the special

effects and miniatures were shot at a new
facility in Hollywood set up by Lucas called

Industrial Light and Magic.

THECASTING
It was important to Lucas from the start that

three young principals in Star Wars be
"unknowns", in the sense that they would not
be well-known star names which would
hinder the kind of young audience
identification he was looking for. He tested

hundreds of hopefuls and finally settled on
Mark Hamill for Luke Skywalker, Harrison

Ford for Han Solo and Carrie Fisher for

Princess Leia Organa. In a recent interview in

cinema magazine Ford recalled, "The beauty
of the film is George's ensemble casting. His

second choice for the characters was three

entirely different people. Not one of us and
two others. . .Itwas Carrie, Mark and myself,

or three other people." Ford had been in

American Gra^i after some years as an
unsuccessful young contract player at

Columbia and a return to his trade of

carpentry. Interestingly it is really only Ford
who has managed to carve a name for

himself outside of the Star Wars saga with
roles in Raiders of the Lost Ark and the

'

forthcoming Ridley Scott sf thriller Blade
Runner.
To support these three virtually untried

players, Lucas signed two of England's finest

Top: A disguised Luke (Merk Hamill) and Han (Harrison Ford) create havok with the Death Star
instrument panels; Above: George Lucas directs Stormtroopers on location in Tunisia. Below: A
portrait of Gary Kurtz, producer and sometime photographer. Opposite page, first four pictures:
The rebel forces attack the Death Star. This optica! sequence shows the effects of a laser assault.

Bottom left: A Stormtrooper surveys the surface of Tatooine.
Bottom right: Han Solo, space smuggler.
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actors, Alec Guiness and Peter Cushirtg, to

play Obi Wan Kenobi, the wise old Jedi

Knight and Grand Moff Tarkin emmisary of

the evil Emperor and commander of the

Death Star. Originally Guiness wasn't too
struck on the idea of acting in a science fiction

film. In an interview at the time Guiness said,

"The script held me by a certain excitement.

And then I met Lucas and I was very

impressed. I felt a sense of sympathy with

him; he is of a new breed of film-maker, and
the first of this breed to offer me a job. I found
the script curious in places and I didn't

understand it all but I found where his tastes

lay and that he was indebted to Tolkien and
that he had in interest in Jung. There is a little

bit of The Lord of the Rings in the character I

play and I don't quite know what I am doing.

But I trust George Lucas. I am not so
interested in myself in the part but I am very

interested in being in the film."

Dave Prowse, who had found some
measure of fame in a forgettable Hammer
turkey called The Horror of Frankenstein

donned the elaborate costume of Darth

Vader, Tarkin's henchman, and proved to be
one of the most popular characters in the film.

Another tall actor, Peter Mayhew, was cast

as Chewbacca the Wookiee partner of Solo.

Mayhew, standing something over seven feet

tall had little screen experience, though in the
hairy costume and with a script that consisted

of nothing more than grunts and growls this

didn't prove a drawback.

THEDESIGN OFSTAR WARS
To visualise and help sell his screenplay,

George Lucas acquired the services of Ralph
McQuarrie to render a series of paintings

which would illustrate the key scenes in Star

Wars. These would enable the production

and costume designers to work together to

develop the visual style of the film.

McQuarrie, whose background includes work

Opposite page, top: Hen Solo has a linia dis-

cussion with the alien Greedo. Sequence:
The destruction of an Imperial TIE fighter

over the surface of the Death Star. This page,
top: Luke Skywalker mans the Millennium
Falcon guns. Above: Alec Guiness as Obi

Wen Kenobi.

in the technical design side of the aerospace
industry as well as freelance illustration and
movie poster painting, produced a series of

21 stunning paintings for Lucas. Lucas
worked very closely with McQuarrie, giving

explicit descriptions of Vader and C3PO in

particular, from which the artist could work. It

was a set of four of these paintings which
Lucas showed to Fox executives.

Qne of Star Wars greatest assets is its

superb visual design, thanks mainly due to

the extraordinary talent of the late John
Barry. Barry brought to Star Wars a clean,

elegant look and in particular to the interior

design of the Death Star with its sleek, highly-

polished surfaces.

THESPECIAL EFFECTS
Apart from the media phenomena that Star

Wars has become, ptorhaps the most
important aspect of the production and the

area in which the film made the greatest

breakthroughs was in the field of special

effects. The effects team called together by
Lucas was headed by John Dykstra in the

optical department and John Stears in the

mechanical effects department.

Dykstra, whose background lies in

Industrial Design, had previously worked on
Silent Running and The Andromeda Strain

developed a new camera system to cope with
the number of special effects and model
shots required in Star Wars. Dubbed "The
Dystraflex", the camera was mounted on a

forty-two foot long track and was equipped
with a special tilt and pan head allowing it to

move into any position around the stationary

models. By linking this set-up to a computer
memory system, the effects man was able to

repeat the exact same movements in

countless shots against the blue screen. This

mobility and versatility gave the Star Wars
space battle scenes the greatest sense of pace

,
and excitement ever seen in a science fiction
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THEAUENS
Being set in "a galaxy far, far away" allowed
Lucas to people Star Wars with a bizarre
collection of creatures and aliens. The
famous Cantina sequence in which Luke, the
robots and Obi Wan seek the help of Solo
featured some suberb design and makeup
work by the likes of Stuart Freeborn, Rick
Baker and Ron Cobb. Though much of this

was shot at Elstree, Lucas wanted more odd
creatures. At the time Freeborn, who was in

charge of makeup in England became ill and
Lucas called in Baker end Cobb. Inserts of
various monsters sitting at tables were shot
in Hollywood and then cut into the footage
shot in England.

Star Wars opened in America in May 1977
to an enthusiastic response. In its first week
the film generated a great deal of excitement
among fantasy film fans and it looked like Fox
and Lucas had a success. And then Star Wars
mania struck. Suddenly the lines waiting
outside the American cinemas doubled and
then tripled. Word spread that Star Wars was
the greatest, most entertaining film ever.
People were coming out of the movie

houses and joining the queue to go back and
see it again and again. In some locations, the
wait to see the film grew to twelve hours and
extra sessions were scheduled to cope with
the crowds. The last time this had happened
in Hollywood memory was the opening of
Gone With the Wind, though that film had
had nearly three years of careful promotional
hype behind. This made Star Wars all the
more of a phenomenon. The film received

cover stories in magazines such as

R202 also had its problems. The stumpy
barrel-shapred robot came in two varieties.

Forsome scenes he was activated from inside

by Kenny Baker and for others a remote
controlled unit was used. Frequently the
mechanics in the remote model went haywire
and the robot would wander off of its own
accord, or simply refuse to function at all.

film.

Itwas the art and craft ofJohn Stears which
took care of the physical effects in Star Wars.
These included all the robots, Luke's hovercar
and perhaps most famously, the light sabres.
In an interview at the time, Stears described
the technique he used; "I devised a spinning
sword. It had a lot of flat sides, some were
coated with a reflective material and the other
sides weren't which when spun achieved a
stabbing forward motion in conjunction with
a light fixed on top of the camera. This was
photographed through a half-silvered mirror,

on the nodal point of the camera so the full

value of light was in the lens from the
reflective surfaces. It didn't look much if you
were an inch away from the camera eye, but
through the lens it looked like how you see it

on the screen."

Top: Test photographs for the various character masks used in the film. Above: Luke and Ben.
Opposite top: The vast hangar deck of the Death Star. Opposite centre: A Stormtrooper advances
mto the detention block aboard the Death Star. Opposite bottom: Luke scans the surface of
Tatooine during his search for Ben Kenobi.

THEROBOTS
The two other major characters in the film are
the robot stars, R2D2 and C3PO. It is the
robots which initiate the action and bring
Luke Skywalker into the plot. At the time of
Star Wars release Anthony Daniels recalled
how he had got the part as C3PO: "My
qualifications were that I was an actor,

reasonably small, reasonably good at

moving around. And so I went to see him
(Lucas). There were a lot of artists'

impressions of the film on the walls . . . Now
he's shy and I'm shy and that could have been
difficult. But because of the pictures, we both
got very excited and we talked for and hour. I

read the first script three times before I could
understand anything. But gradually I began
to see that Threepio was a really good part.

The fact that he was a robot didn't actually

seem to matter very much in the script."

Despite owing a lot to the robot design in

Metropolis, C3PO thanks to Ralph
McQuarrie's draftmanship is one of the most
elegantly executed mechanical men of the
movies. However playing a robot in a suit of
metal, rubber and fibreglass proved
extremely uncomfortable for Daniels

—
"First

time I had it on was the scene in the desert
where all the robots are in front of the

Sandcrawler. Took two hours to put
everything on I It was very heavy plus it had a
lot of sharp corners inside. And the right leg

just wouldn't close! The leg has a small door
in it. You put it on and shut the door. But there
just wasn't room forme inside. I had a kind of
permanent scar up my leg, and it would cut
into me all over."



Newsweek and Time.
Movie collectors went mad, scrabbling to

get what posters and stills turned up at

conventions, and then the merchandising
machine went into action and before the

film's first run was up, the toy and game
market was flooded with gum cards, stickers,

light sabres, clothing, bed linen, wallpaper,

figures, plastic kits. Almost every area of the

toy market had at least one Star Wars item in

it. The collectability of such items remains
unabated, and with the release of Empire
Strikes Back even more has been added to

the Star Wars merchandising catalogue.

To return to my opening comment
regarding the real importance of Star Wars,

one only has to look at the wealth of big

fantasy films which have followed in its wake.
Certainly there were some feeble attempts to

emulate the look and the flash-bang-wallop

of the original with such efforts as Stamra^,
The Humanoid, Buck Rogers, the truly'

abysmal Flash Gordon and, most obviously,

the television series Battlestar Galactka. It is

not these direct descendents of Star Wars

which are important, rather it is the way Star

Wars made Hollywood realise that there was
indeed a world audience for big budget
fantasy films. If 2001 had made sf marketable

to a general audience, then StarWars opened
the minds of studios and producers to the

potential size of the audience for such

features.

The last two years has seen the release of

some truly magnificent fantasy films which in

some ways are derived from the success of

Star Wars. It is unlikely that financing would
have been forthcoming for such films as

Alien, Excalibur, Altered States, Time
Bandits and most notably Raiders of the Lost

Ark had it not been for Lucas' success.

Dramatically though. Star Wars leaves a lot

to be desired. Its simple story is at times too

thin and it is really only the special effects and
pace along with the solid performances of

Guineas and Cushing which hold the film

together. In truth, it is not thatgood a film, but

its effects on the entertainment industry

cannot be denied. For that fact alone. Star

Wars stands as a landmark of the cinema.
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B
ond no more (and no way, except on hit own
unconditional control terms), Sean Connery

opened the seventh American film festival at

Deauville amid a growing anti-Hollywood outburst

by the new French president's regime. Ovtfamf was
the event's curtain-raiser and the craggy Scot

proved the first British star to be honoured at this

wholly Yankee affair with a retrospective of his

earlier movies.

He flew in by private jot with his French wife,

Micheleine, frm the Pontresina locations of his

current movie in Switzerland Maiden. Usiden, a

bittersweet love story. Ironically his director

happens to be Fred Zinnemann, the man who made
the terrestial version of Outhitd. High Noon, in 19S2.

Clfes, Fred's seen OuHand. He enjoyed it a loT).

Sean stayed around for the weekend, got a goH game
in land just won at the last three holes) and gave
freely and affably of his time to the gathered Euro-

media.

In a word, he astonished the powers-that-be at

Warner Brothers. They had not bean ecstatic about

Connery promoting Outlaud. The film is no great

winner in the United States or Britain. Connery, felt

Warners, was box-office poison and, hell, he never

did interviews . . . hates the Press only gave three

intarviews at his similar trip to the Edinburgh

festival a few weeks before . . . and ha just wasn't

worth the $15,000 expenses involved. They only

okayed the visit when faced with the alternative of

writor-director Peter Hyams making the trip.

As the zipalong week-end turned out, Sean

Connery conquered all—Warners included. He may
not have mellowed with the years hutwas tireless in

a day's round of media raps—snapping only once or

twice at asinine queries or comments. Ha talked

about films old and new, plus 007 (see last issue),

and as far as his future is concerned, when next

Werners need to choose between the star or the

director of a film, they'll probably still go for Connery

. . . director Sean Connery that is.

Starbunt: What attracted you to Outhuid?

Sean Connery: The story. The whole story The
setting of it and how it was constructed and designed
and, obviously, as with any film, it had to be a viable

part that I would find stimulating. To have some . .

.

attack at it. An added plus was it was a stony set in

the future and still totally understandable—to me! It

worked.

Andgave you the chance to be Gary Cooper in space,

in High hlhon!

{Laugh) I was certainly most conscious of the High

Noon aspects when I read the script. I don't think

Peter Hyams ever, in any way, tried to disguise the

fact that it was based very heavily on High Noon. The
situation, of course, is somewhat different, but the

parallels and similarities are still there. What was
clever, I think, was the idea of setting it in space—

e

frontier town. That's what appealed to me in the first

place. And how, when we met, Peter imagined the

production in terms of the set designs That was
another plus. Peter Hyams, who wrote the

screenplay and was directing, was also heavily

involved in the production design. Consequently, one
was dealing with the design and dialogue at the same
time when we started discussing the film. I liked his

mixture of Western, science fiction, adventure and
the sort of thriller where one was using computers,

surveillance instruments that visually told the story.

For once, the effects didn't take over the movie.

One was reasonably sure ground with the story

because of the success of High Noon. The structure

sustains itself—waiting for the villains, the

involvement of the man with his wife, finding out who
was at the centre of the drugs things, and how the

Marshal is presented with this problem and resolves

it. That’s very good cinema. The fact that there is a

solution {laugh) is, I think, quite rewarding. It's a good
narrative line. And proven So I didn't think one was
going to be dwarfed by the hardware, as they all call it

now, or the effects. Another protection was that it

was relatively easy to understand just what the

hardware was about for once.

You worked on the script, as per usual, I take it?

I work on all the scripts I film. Writing is directorial. I

supply some ideas, changes in dialogue and perhaps
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add any humour that's missing.

On all your films?

I just said on all the films—when I worked with the

director before we start. Thats happened more in the

last . . . ten years. From the moment I receive a script

and get enthusiastic about it and say "Yes," the next

stop is to know if its a definite offer. Because I've

been caught many times where I've gotten involved

and invested a lot of time and effort and realised too

late that the film was not a possibility at all. Now I

make it conditional that the moment I read and like

the thing, and its definite—that I go to America to

meet the writer or the director, or they come to see

me where I'm filming and I go into the pre-production

planning with him or them.

But you couldcome up against a directorwho fait the

script was his own .

.

Who?
Well, you haven'tmet such an animal, evidently.

No.

And you wouldn’t accept it if you had?

No. If you spend that much time involved in a film, and

it's a response to your own emotions—and that's

what you're using—it would appear to me a bit of a

waste of time to be just sitting there and only

delivering the lines . Unless you had something you

were working on on the side. And that digresses from

the actual making of the film.

Hitchcock being the only exception, I suppose, on

Mamie (1964).

There was nothing much to do with his script, it was

all cut and dried. He never started a picture without it

being perfect. He didn't make any changes. Also,

when I was involved with Mamie, initially it had been

written for Grace Kelly and had been around for quite

a long time before he . . . couldn't get her. Hitch was

reluctant to give a script to read, anyway! But there

was no problem once we started.

So, no complaints with the Outland script?

^y initial complaint was that it was too black-and-

white. Too . . . certain. Therefore, not quite as truthful

as I would have liked. This character, O'Niel, was

suddenly able to handle the whole problem I wanted

more kinda doubt in the part. Hyams, I think, is a

technical and first-rate director. I don't think he's in

the same class as a writer. But the actual dramatic

impulse and story are sufficiently dramatic to take the

thrust through to the end. And, as I say, I think his

ideas of incorporating the use of the hardware in such

a visual, explanatory way, was very good cinema . .

.

making a detective element which is a departure from

High Noon.

You had a hand in the casting, didn't you?

Yes In this case, we mutually agreed that it would be

preferable to have mainly people with good faces

—

good types—without necessarily being very

well-known. They had a certain look about them and

many had beards which made them rather like

Western pioneers.

Who found this great lady, Frances Stemhagen.

She's no Sigourney Weaver but she makes a terrific

ally?

That was Peter Hyagi's idea. First of all the part was
written as a man.

Like Sigourney's in AJien . .

.

Then, we talked about it being a woman and that

seemed much better. But not to have any kind of

sexual connotation. Just to make it a kinda bitchy

type relationship. Then, she becomes more help^l

and what have you ... But no kinda promise of riding

into the sunset together. And it worked. I'd seen her

only once before in a Burt Reynolds film. Starting

Over. She was very good in that but I didn't know her

well enough. I mentioned Colleen Dewhurst. But she

was in a play . . . and Peter was convinced Frances

would be good and I agreed.

Any particularproblems in shooting the movie?

Shooting was different in a sense because Peter

Hyams was very involved in the lighting and design.

And there was one area where we hadn't been before
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which was Introvision. But we have very good

technicians for that in England. That’s why Star Wars,

The Empire Strikes Back, Raiders of the Lost Ark and

Outland use these techniques and technicians. Then,

we were very much aware of the difficulty of

movement on the sets . . . The floors were grid iron,

similar to a ship, which apparently is how they will

be—though I can’t explain techniwlly And so for

laying camera-tracks down and things like that it is

quite difficult We hadio devise other methods of

tracking

In the chase scenes you mean? How long did it take

to shoot that run after the dealer?

About three days . . . Well, it went through four sets.

The main, major complex, the changing rooms,

another corridor sequence and then the actual

confrontation in the kitchen. We use the Panaglide

camera—chap with a harness fitted on so he can run

with the camera. It’s all strapped to him. He has a

picture he can look at, so he can see if you’re Hi the

frame. You tend to keep almost in fixed focus,

because the relative distance between the camera

and yourself is pretty constant—about within a foot

But it virtually meant that he was Hi front of you, he

could run along through all the corridors and along

the stairs and up the stairs and through the

bathrooms .1 just had to run behind him

And into the punch-up. I gather Outland has been

attacked for its violence. In fact many of your films

are considered violent

I think that it’s very American on concept. America is

violent. Also in a situation like Outland, they do have a

supposed code of law and order and when you bring

in the element of the drugs, the result is the same as

we have now. Also in that setting, which is not easy

or comfortable, it’s bound to be kinda tough, so it’s

natural. That there would be the evolution of the

violence.

Can screen violence stimulate street violence?

Yes, I think it can. There’s no doubt about that But I

feel it has to be seen in perspective. Violence is

inherent . . whether it’s in the cinema or wherever, it

has always come out In places where they are not

PYTHONIAND
How did you fit in with the Monty P. gang?

Oh, it was only Terry Gilliam directing The Time

Bandits , , . I didn’t have anything to do with any of

the Python people. John Cleese and Michael Palin

were in other sequences. I was just in the sequence

with the boy and the six dwarfs.

How did that one come up for you, anyway?

They sent me the script and said they couldn’t

possibly afford me to do it. 1 liked the story so fuctt—

and they were having problems gening set up—that 1

was determined to make a deal whatever way we

worked it out. Then, of course, we got Ralph

Richardson, David Warner, Ian Holm afterwards. A

really marvellous cast.

particularly geared to violent movies, you get

tremendous violence ... in India. And you get in in

Iran! It’s a failing or whatever you want to call it, but

it’s something you accept. It’s one of the reasons I m

totally against the United States-Soviet Russia kinda

big and bigger stuff, because it becomes more and

more unwieldly so when they do get violent, it s

going to be something that’s unmanageable.

You used the expression "good cinema" What is

good cinema to you?

Good cinema is when I have no sense of time And

that relates to everything. If I’m totally unconscious

of the time, then I prefer it.

In golf, movies, meals, interviews . . ?

If one is absorbed and engrossed, your attention is

held, your emotions keyed up.

So a message is not vital?

The message factor doesn’t necessarily have to

relate to the cerebral The message can equally be

conveyed by action and visuals. I don t think the

written word is particularly only associated with the

message.

It's been said you could be more of a star than you

gre but you refused. You preferred to be an actor

INBETWEENLAND
and not an ever-smiling superstar celebrity.

(He laughs). I think that’s down to the individual each

time, which way he chooses to go. There’s a trap if

you choose to have a Press representative Ipublicity

agent) who’s going to present to the world a

manufactured concept of you. Then, you have to end

up living the manufactured concept. That doesn’t

seem very intelligent to me. But also, of course, it

means you make many mistakes, which I do.

Such as?

Well, I have a tendency to believe most people when

they tell me something. I think this happens a lot to a

lot of actors and actresses. It’s a long line of

experience you have to go through to learn. And you

make a few mistakes. I’ll give you one example, the

film, Cuba (1979), with Dick Lester. We had made a

picture before which could be termed a mistake by

some people, Robin and Marian (1976). It was a

financial disaster! ! liked it and the public didn’t

particularly care for it. Based on that very good

working relationship with Lester, I went ahead and

agreed a treatment of a screenplay for Cuba. What

happened was that we agreed a date without having

the script really in a shootable condition—a fatal

error! You have to have the blueprint. You can always

improve it as you go along. But, if you don t have a

script that is shootable, you put yourself in a problem

area across the board. I postponed the shooting

twice as the script wasn’t ready, then we had to start

because we were running out of weather in Spain. I

didn’t think the script was ever ready. So it became a

case of patchwork. In my opinion, Lester hadn’t done

his homework.
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h's still an odd choice ofmovie for you?
It's an extraordinary tale! I had no idea what kind of

audience it would attract. But it's doing fantastically

well which is terrific. Because they couldn't get the

money. They couldn't start. And nobody knew what

kind of future it could have. It's very nice that it's so

successful. Defying all the laws!

BROOKSLAND
And yournext release is just as difficult to define. And
still ultra top-secret. I gather?

Wrong Is Right is written and directed by Richard

Brookes. I don't know if you know very much about

Brookes, but he's very secretive. There's only him

and I who had a script.

A rather weighty scenario, I hear.

It was 280 pages, which is very long. And he doesn't

give the scripts to the actors usually. I couldn't take it

any further until I read it. so he eventually he agreed.

I've known Richard for many years but we've never

worked together before. This went extremely well.

He agreed I would assist with the cutting and

reshaping of the script, which I did. So we ended up
with just the two of us having scripts. A$ I was
finished changes. I'd give the pages to him. so they •

wouldn't be zeroxed and sold or something. That was
a very, very good working experience. We finished

shooting about a month ahead of schedule.

And this is a somewhat futuristic tale as welt—or

have I been listening at the wrong keyholes?

It's just slightly in the future. When there's four

television networks in America: CBS. ABC. NBC and
... oh. I forgot. . . World TV or something.

And the subject?

International terrorism. I'm a journalist-reporter who
has access to high echelons of power and what have

you. going around the world. I'm a sort of cross

between Hemmingway and Barbara Walters

You're Jane Fonda, you mean?
No. Barbara Walters. I'm afraid. ILaugh). It's a sort of

satire and makes very interesting comments about

the CIA. KGB and all the rest of it. I suppose the sum
total of it is whereas we record everything in the

newspapers and feel we're into all the information,

knowing everything that's happening in the world—
we're |ust not!

And this is Brooks' view of where we're going

internationally just as Outland was Hyams' view of

planetary life in the future?

Richard is sure that the KGB and the CIA are totally

influenced by what he's written. I say that with all

respect because the events he predicted in the script

are startling. Various of the issues are now running

parallel with his film.

FUTURELAND
So.,, what's next?

I'm going to sleep. I think ... In fact. I was counting

yesterday. I've had ten days in my own bed this year.

Well, after the next sleep in the next hotel away from

home, and the next golfgame, what's your next

movie?

I haven’t fixed anything. I may do Sir Gerwain and

The Green Knight for a young British director,

Stephen Weeks.
That'll make up for missing Excatbur.

Playing The Green Knight is only like a couple of

weeks. I love the story, all the Arthurian stories. I'd

do that between now and the end of the year. It's

about ten or twelve days, then he'll finish with me.

We'll be shooting in Northern France, I think.

That'llmake what about five films inside 18months or

so. You keep extremely busy. What's more important

to you—the work or the success.

I think work is more important, when it's going

professionally and well, it's very satisfactory and

makes for a better, harmonious feeling within myself.

But in some ways, work and success are partially

synonymous. I have my own conception of what is

successful and rightly or wrongly, I stay with it. It

must have some reliability because after twenty

years or something, one is still making films. (He

laughs). As they say, today, although the climate now
is really quite panic-stricken, one is still bankable,

which means if you agree to do something, the film

can be made.

Will that work ethic become directing soon?
Sure. I've directed in the theatre and some
documentaries. As yet I haven't found a subject that

really grabs me for features. I've worked on a couple

... I'm still looking . .

.

Write it, why not?

Hmm, yeah. If I knew what it was specifically I wanted
to do I could get it down. But as anyone making

movies today will tell you, the toughest part is finding

original properties. The one, I think, who is more sure

in knowing what his audience is to^y ... is probably

George Lucas. When he had his idea of StarWan, he
went ahead with it and it succeeded. He then

storyboarded and worked very hard, again knowing
what he was after with The Empire Strikas Back.
Then, he went into another direction and did Raiden

of the Lost Aik, which again was very tightly worked

out programmed and what have you. Very much his

kind of cinema with Spileberg incorporated into it.

Lucas. I think with three pictures has probably a

better track record than any two studios put together.

Have you a theme, at least for what you'd want to

direct? I mean, you've been dabbling in fantasy lately

is that your direction?

I like the idea of comedy and humour—but coming out

of given circumstances and situations, with the

minimum dependence on writing of dialogue, so that

you can visually express it and everyone can follow it.

That doesn't sound hke Bond. sf. fantasy. Brooks,

Zinnemann... That doesn'teven sound too much like

Sean Connery. _
No, It's. . . well, it's almost like farce. W
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ROSIERGAUEKir
Georgs Pal, whose career was covered in depth way back in Starburst 18. was considered by many to be the

father of modern film fantasy. From his first feature-length epic. Destination Moon, to his last movie,
the less-than-successful Doc Savage, his films boasted pioneering special effects and a great degree of respect
for the genre. This month's Poster Gallery has been d^icated to ^e films of George Pal and to the memory

of one of fantasy's greatest exponents, who died two years ago this month.

1ft
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R
ichard O'Brien has a very distinctive appear-

ance. even when he's not wearing the

costumes and make-up of either Riff Raff in 'The

Rocky Horror Picture Show or Cosmo McKinley in

Shock Treatment. Totally bald, with a very slim, but

not skinny, body he reminds me a bit of the Mekon
from the Dan Dare comic strip, except he's not green

. . . The other distinctive quality about him is his

voice—it's surprisingly rich and melodious and

doesn't quite match his appearance (you expect him

to sound more . . well, punk I suppose)

He also has an accent that is rather hard to p'lace

and no doubt this because he was bom in England but

raised in New Zealand, his family having emigrated

there when he was 9 years old. After leaving school at

16 he considered being a farmer for a while but

decided that working as a hairdresser was not only

less strenuous but also left you with clean hands at

the end of the day—which farming certainly didn't. All

the time, however, he was harbouring a secret ambi-

tion to be an actor and so. at the age of 22. returned to

England to see if he could turn this dream into reality.

Like all would-be actors, he had to do various stints

as a dustman, record salesman, petrol station atten-

dant, van driver and pie factory worker but eventually

landed a job as an assistant stage manager. Small

acting parts followed and then came roles in Hair and

Jesus Christ Superstar and it was during the latter

period that he first met Jim Sharman, the Australian

director. Later, while working in a Sharman pro-

duction at the Royal (^urt Theatre Upstairs O'Brien

mentioned the idea of Rocky Horror to him and the

rest is cult history.

The latest O'Brien/Sharman production is Shock

Troatmeirt, a kind of sequel to the film version of Tho

Rocky Horror Picture Show and I recently talked to

O'Brien about the film in the incongruous setting of a

plush executive suite in the London headquarters of

20th Century-Fox. After admiring the expensive-

looking pinewood panelling and sinking our bodies

into the soft and sensuous upholstery we got down

to business:

Starfaurst: Shock Treatmoot is unusual in that it was
shot entirely within a studio but I gather this wasn't

the original plan?

Richard O'Brien: No. We were going to do location

shots in downtown Dallas and in different areas

around Dallas. There actually is a Denton (the town in

the film) just outside of Dallas but that's not why we
chose to film there. I think it was because Dallas can

offer good film production servicing facilities. Any-

way, we'd just selected the locations we wanted and

then the screen actors guild strike struck ... We had

to find another way of doing it otherwise we would
have lost the film altogether.

Having decided to set the whole story inside a rv

studio how did the original concept of the him

change?
It changed radically At first I was a bit unsure if a

major change of that nature was going to be a good

thing and I didn't want it just to be a means of saving

the project but after about 3 days discussion I was
convinced it was a better idea than we had in the First

place. Then I had to convince Michael White and John
Goldstone (the producers) that even if the strike

ended immediately we didn't revert to our original

conception.

How did your original conception differ?

Well, it was just naturalistic in many ways—we went

to Brad and Janet's home, we went to her parents'

home, we went down streets ... it was a much more

realistic approach. But the tv theme was still an

important thread throughout. When we cut to

people's homes they were generally watching tv. and

if we went to a bar they would be glued to the tv . .

.

Did you have much rewriting to do?

No, it was actually just a question of changing the

setting—the dialogue didn't have to change very

much. I think there are one or two non-sequiturs in

the piece because of the rapid change and rapid

development of the new approach but you'd have to

be pretty much of a purist to pick them out. The songs

remained the same too. I think we moved them

slightly—a half a page here and there. The opening

song of "Denton" was originally halfway through the

piece. We were going to do a Judy Garland type

number out in the street with all the people coming

out of their houses and joining in; that went to the

start of the film And "Dear Blender" was actually

sung in a kitchen with Brad on his hands and knees

singing to all the kitchen appliances while Janet was

upstairs packing his bag for him to go. but I think it

worked quite well the way we did it with him singing

it to the tv adverts

Where did you shoot the him?

At the Lee Studios in Wembley. It took about 6Va

weeks It was a fast shoot because Christmas was

coming up By doing it entirely there we chopped a

million dollars of our budget and it allowed us to

shoot in December. Dur original version would have

been a bit dodgy to do at the same time of year

because we had some exterior shots of a leisure

centre—the leisure centre was the main setting in

the original as opposed to tho tv statiorv—end we

were going to use a place down in Swindon for that

which had a domed roof and a swimming pool, but it

would have been pretty difficult matching up exterior

shots from Dallas with ones of Swindon in December.

Very difficult, in fact.

Did you try and get as many of the original cast

members from the The Rocky Horror Show as pos-

sible?

We tried for everyone who had been connected with
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the original film. Some couldn't make it because of

other commitments; some didn't want to do it and

some wanted too much money—they were the three

main reasons why people didn't join this movie. But

there are quite a few of the original Rocky people in

Shock Troaliiient--Pat Quinn, Charles Grey, myself,

Little Nell most of the production team, and the

producers, of course.

What about Tim Curry?

He was asked several times at different stages of the

development of the script and at one point said he

might play Farley Flavors but he wasn't sure if he

could get away with playing Brad, which I think is

probably true to a certain extent. But I think he ended

up not doing it because the whole Rocky thing has

become a kind of cross for him to hear as far as he's

concerned. I don't quite understand this attitude

because Rocky made him a star and took him to

Hollywood but I suppose if people are continually

expecting him to be that same character, Frank N
Furter, it must be a bit dodgy. I, on the other hand, am
totally grateful for every advantage that Rocky has

given me
Who chose Jessica Harper?

Jim Sharman and Richard Hartley went across to the

States and cast her, and I'm glad they got her. I think

she's fabulous.

Had you seen her in Phantom of the Parodiso?

I had, and I didn't actually like her in that, though I

wouldn't dream of saying that to Jessica. But I didn't

like the film itself very much. I thought the best

sequences involved the guy who played the Phantom

himself but I didn't like Paul Williams very much
either. I just thought the whole thing was a bit slow

and drawn-out and the musk didn't make me tap my
foot very much. Singer/piano-playing song writers

like Paul Williams all write the same sort of things—

songs like "My Way". I mean if someone sits down at

a bar and starts playing that type of song it's very hard

to tell if it was written by Paul Williams or Marvin

Hamlisch or even Elton John when he was feeling a

bit tired. I like to tap my foot, you see. I don't care how
simple the music is; I don't care if it's only two chords

or even one chord—as long as it makes you feel good.

I think that's a prerequisite of rock and roll music,

once you'e got that you can start being clever . .

.

Do you think there is a direct link between Pocky and
Phantom?
Well, I think they must have been making the film

when Rocky was on stage in California because

there's the sequence in Phantom with the blond guy
dancing in high heels—that seemed to me to be very

Rocky and I've got a feeling that they must have seen

the live Rocky show and that sequence was perhaps

supposed to be a slight lampoon of it.

I've got to admit I loved Jessica Harper in Phantom. I

even liked her songs in that. I love her voice . .

.

Oh, she's got a great voice! And it's so deep. It's like a

richer Helen Shapiro's—mt)re mature, huskier,

deeper, darker ... a very male voice really.

And she has a very interesting, off-beat appearance.

Yes, very elfin. I think she's fabulous And I think we
were so lucky to get her She has a passive reality

which is extraordinary contrasted against all those

crazies around her in the movie. All the madness is

going on around her and she just has this passive sort

of blank reality where she's just going through this

nightmare ... I really think she's wonderful.

I especially liked her "Little Black" Dress number . .

.

Heh, heh, heh . .

.

Where was I? Oh yes. how did Barry Humphries get

involved?

Jonathan Adams was going to come back and play Or

Scott—the Bert Schnick character was going to be Dr

Scott in the first version—but he was caught up in

the Tomfoolery show in the West End and they

wouldn't let him out of his contract, whkh I thought

was rather pig-headed of them actually. So Barry was
suggested as a substitute and I thought it was a

wonderful idea. And as I'd written the character as a

German originally—as Dr Scott was—it seemed that

he had to stay German for some reason or other. We
changed his name anJ once we did that we thought

we might as well change his affliction as well—so we
took him out of the wheelchair and made him blind. I

thought it was quite funny to have a tv games show

host and quiz master who is blind, but not even really

blind—he's a fraud at that too.

I liked the sequence where you do the song "Lullaby"

and pan along all the bedroom windows—Bert

Snitch spends the whole night just sitting in the one

position . . . like a robot that's been switched olf.

I think that's a wonderful sequence because that

song is all on one shot and the camera just tracks

from window to window. There's no cut in that song

at all. I think that sort of thing is terrific, like the

opening shot which pans a full 380 degrees around

the TV studio as the various characters make their

entrance. It's a great way to get through a musical

number—you've got 3 minutes of film in the camera

without having to do any editing at all. Dne should be

able to do a whole film like that.

Do you expect some disappointment from the Rocky

fans who will want this film to be the same as Rocky?

Well, we did discuss whether or not to do a much

more Rocky type of film which would have been

closer to the "Monster Rises Again" thing but that

seemed a cheap way out. I think what we've done is

make another unique musical and whether people

love it or hate it—well, we've done it. I think we've

made a unique film and a terrific musical. If you

compare our movie to any other musical that's been

made recently, like Can't Stop the Music or Xanadu,

(and what other musicals have there been apart from

those two?) then we've made a brilliant musical and
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could have come straight out of Shock Treatment.

But I don't mind doing that sort of promotion work in

America as long as I don't come across those "Good
01" Boys' types. Actually it's not the old chaps who
are like that—the worst ones are sort of like 3S year

old jocks with the Playboy image of life who are

newscasters and have their hair just the right length,

etc. That sort of chauvinistic male I find very tiring to

deal with. It wears me out because you want to say

"You stupid
•••••*!" but you can't, you've got to

keep biting your tongue.

Do you get recognised a lot in America?

Anyone who's connected with the Rocky Horror

Sk^ is a star in America but I don't get recognised

that much. But then I did have a humped back and

long blond hair in those days. I remember being in

Rorida 4 years ago with a mate of mine who runs a

record studio here—he was wearing a Rocky T-shirt

and some girts came screaming up to him with

cameras saying "We want to take a picture of your

T-shirtl" I was standing right beside him and they

were taking photographs of his T-shirt. He did say to

me, "Shall I . . and I said, "No, don't you dare!"

What do you think about the whole Rocky cult in

America?

It seems to be quite healthy One does think about it

in sociological terms but it doesn't seem to be un-

healthy in any way. It has a family feel to it—an

excuse for people to get together and make friends.

It's just like any group thing a lot of people go through

and then grow out of. I think anything that unites

people for a short period of timo and makes them feel

together is worthwhile.

Rocky didn't take off in the same way in England.

Have you any idea why not?

I think we're less prone to joining clubs in England.

Also there's a much bigger population in America and

if only 1% of it is crazy about something that's still a

lot of people, whereas if 1% of England's population

is crazy about something that's just a handful.

As I remember it Rocky wasn't exactly promoted in

England.

Well. Fox at that stage used to share their distri-

bution with Rank—it was called Fox-Rank and it was a

very patriarchal little organisation indeed. The man

who used to run it didn't like Rocky so they spent

very little on promotion. About sixpence . .

Has Rocky made money over the years?

Yes, it's grossed in excess of thirty million dollars,

which is rather nice.

Looking back at Rocky now. what do you think of it?

I think it's a flawed movie but I still think it's a very

good movie considering we did it for a very small

budget—about tV* million dollars. That isn't very

much tor a musical. Tommy was made at exactly the

same time, 1974, and that cost 20 million, though Ken

Russell did bum down a pier and several other things.

Rocky has certainly had a longer life than Tommy . .

.

Is it true Rocky has a different ending in America?

Yes, they've screwed all about with the ending.

"Superheroes" is sometimes included but out of

synch so that Brad's singing on the screen when he's

finished singing on the soundtrack so you have Janet

starting to sing on the screen with his voice comitig

over the soundtrack. It's totally screwed up. But in

most of the prints I've seen going around America

"Superheroes” is cut altogether—the house takes

off and you cut to Charles Grey singing just the last

verse of the song I don't know why they did that, or

who. It's bizarre.

What new projects have you got lined up?

Richard Hartley and I have written three songs for a

movie they're doing in Australia called The Return of

Captain Invincible which stars Alan Arkin and

Christopher Lee. We've done a title song for the film,

a duet for Arkin and Lee and a song for Lee at the

—a drinking song called Singing the Booze . .

.

And I'm going out to Australia during "82 to do a

musical based on a book by an Australian thriller

writer called Carter Brown for the Sydney Theatre

Company. Hopefully we'll make it into a film by the

end of "82 in Australia or Hollywood. It's set on the

West Coast so it should be made in California and I'd

like Burt Reynolds to play the lead. At the moment

the title is The Stripper.

Good luck with h. and thank you very much.

It really is an amazing office, isn't it? I wonder what
they do in here ... ^

for a fraction of the price Only 4 million dollars . .

.

What has been the reaction in America?

I think they were bewildered. I think they were ex-

pecting stockings, high heels and fishnet tights again

but I've heard it's building quite well in Los Angeles

and New York and hopefully it will just keep building.

Reviews have been mixed. I've had the odd rave

review and the odd mediocre review but I haven't had

a hate one yet. No one's been vitriolic. I was on tv in

the States and a woman started saying that she

thought I was corrupting the youth of America with

my films. I had to defend myself—not that I wanted to

as I don't think there's anything in Shock Treatment

or Rocky that's offensive really. I think Michael

Winner's films are offensive and obscene Death Wish

is probably one of the most obscene films ever made.

There's a very, very shaky amoral attitude to life in

that film . .

.

Ironic, wasn't it to appear on American tv shows in

order to promote a film that satirises those verysame

shows?

Yes, it was a twist. The most remarkable occasion

was when I went to Boston. I went to a tv studio for

an 11pm programme and then I had to go back to the

same studio at 5.30am the following morning and talk

to a totally different person for the breakfast show—
and the studio had changed completely. It now had

four little sets, a front room, a garden patio etc, that

4
A
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W asn't it thoughtful of those nice

people at ITV to give us Bond fans

that special stream-lined version of

Dr No on Christmas day? It was obviously
designed to be of minimal nuisance value and
to enable the viewer to get back to the festivi-

ties as quickly as possible and for this I think

ITV deserves a big pat on the back. Actually,

though, I don't think they went quite far

enough as I spotted several more scenes that

could have been cut out with the others as
they weren't really vital to the story. In fact,

with a little clever cutting, you could probably
remove Dr No himself from the picture with-

out any loss to the movie. But perhaps ITV is

already working towards this in preparation

for the next time they screen Dr No. By then it

should have a running time of around 25
minutes . .

.

But seriously folks, I do think ITV have a hell

of a nerve to show a movie in such a truncated

version without a word of apology. You
expect the early Bonds to have scissor marks
around the violent scenes when they show
them on tv but it's a bit much when entire

sequences are removed for no other reason
than to reduce the film's running time and
make it easier to fit into the schedule.

Presumably the Dr No shown on Christmas
day was an American tv print but that's no
excuse. Leslie Halliwell and his merry band at

ITV should ensure that the films they buy are

in the most complete form available (and Dr
No has been shown uncut before by ITV).

Actually I wouldn't be surprised if ITV hadn't

done the lopping themselves in this case as

the biggest gap of all came suspiciously after

one of their interminable commercial breaks.
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It was the point in the movie where Bond and
Honey pass out from the drugged coffee in

SB No’s headquarters—after the break the ITV

version showed them walking straight intoH No's quarters and dressed in differentH clothes. Missing were the scenes where No
enters the bedroom and examines the sleep-

H ing Bond; the sequence where Bond and
I Honey dress and prepare to have dinner with

R .No, and the shots of them walking down the

I corridor and entering the elevator that takes

them down to his quarters.

I Excuses and abject apologies on a post-

I ' card, please, ITV . . . But even the BBC does

[
not escape my wrath. On New Year's Day

|r BBC1 showed 2001: A Space Odyssey and did

[
something so terrible that I had to have

* several stiff drinks, despite a hangover that

measured 9 on the Richter scale. No, they

didn't cut anything out; it was what they

added that so annoyed me. It was during the

more panoramic space scenes when they

squeezed the frame into the "letter box"

,
shape in order to fit in the whole cinemascope
image—on several occasions some bright

spark at the BBC had the brilliant idea of

t matting in a strip of stars across the top and
bottom of the screen! This was so crudely

H
done that in the scenes showing the giant

..
spaceship "Discovery" the stars were clearly

visible overthe spaceship, thus creating the

impression that Kubrick and his effects team
had been incredibly careless.

Amazing, isn't it? All that money and
technical skill sp)ent to produce almost perfect

special effects using meticulous matting

techniques (no matte lines visible because
the easy blue screen system wasn't used) and

years later some twit comes along and ruins

the whole thing by deciding to add his own
stars. The mind bugles. (Of course, I might

be wrong in blaming the BBC; once again it

could be an American tv print that's at fault.)

Well, it's that time again when I hand out my
awards for last year's best, and worst, genre

movies. I had asked Jenny Agutter and Karen

Allen along to host the ceremony but they

both sent their apologies, along with very

flimsy excuses but never mind, so I guess it's

up to me again . .

.

Okay, here I go with the first envelope

and—gasp—it's the George Lucas Golden
Bathtub Award for Best SF Movie of 1981 and
it goes to Ken Russell's Altered States! Well

done, Ken. . . Why is it in the shape of a

bathtub? Well, it's a long story. (See

Starburst 30).

Next up is the award for Best Fantasy and I

must admit thiswas a tricky decision as it was
a toss-up between Raiders of the Lost Aric,

Superman 2 and Time Bandits. I'm afraid

Supey is the winner by an incredibly tiny

margin with Raiders a close second and Time
Bandits an honourable third. Whew . .

.

Award for Best Horror Movie goes to John
Landis for An American Werewolf in London
with The Howling and The Wolfen as the

equally hairy runners-up . .

.

The Limp Spaghetti Award for Silliest Italian

Horror Movie goes to The Beyond while the

tin-plated Irwin Allen Award for Worst
Science Fiction Movie goes to Peter Hyams
for Outland. Congratulations, Peter . .

.

TheZardoz Award for this year's most
pretentious fantasy goes to John Boorman
for Excalibur. And the star of that film, Nicol

Williamson, gets the Adolfo Celi Funny Voice

Award for 1981 . Nice one, Nicol. You can buy
me a drink in the bar later . .

.

Most Disappointing SF Movie Award goes
to John Carpenter for Escape from New York
(let's hope his Thing is a big improvement . . .

)

while the Leather G-String Award for Best

Sado-Masochistic Animated SF and Fantasy

Movie goes to Heavy Metal (strangely

enough, it was the only contender in this

category).

Funniest Comedy Featuring (^vemen
Award goes to Caveman, beating History of

the World Part 1 by miles (at least Caveman
had one or two jokes that worked) and The
Most Disappointing James Bond Movie of

1981 goes to Albert 'Cubby' Broccoli for For

Your Eyes Only, needless to say.

The Nic Roeg Award for Most Intriguing

and Infuriating British SF Movie with Really

Sexy Bits goes to David Gladwell for his

movie version of Doris Lessing's Memoirs of

a Survivor (though I still want to know what
the Great White Egg at the end was supposed
to represent. An allegorical plea for free-

range poultry farming perhaps?).

And finally the Herman Cohen Award for

Tackiest and Cheapest Rip-off of Alien Not Yet

Seen in London goes to the makers of

Inseminoid, as well as our condolences to its

embarrassed star Judy Geeson who ever

since appearing in the film has gone around
wearing sunglasses and a false moustache^

Next month: My Close Encounter with

Christopher Reeve.
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J
erry Pournelle has in recent years
become one of the big names in current

American sf, even though his solo
record as an author is indistinguished. His
prominence rests, of course, on his lucrative

and successful collaborations with Larry

Niven, such as The Mote in God's Eye and
Lucifer's Hammer. The publication of

Janissaries (Orbit, £1.65) gave me a first

opportunity to sample Pournelle without
Niven.

However much one may try to hide it, all

reviewers have prejudices, and I have to

admit that everything I've read about
Pournelle rubs right across mine. He always
comes across as a proponent of those
militaristic, "manly" virtues which in my view
are inimical to the continued survival of the

human race. Therefore I was predisposed to

dislike this novel—which is about a group of
mercenaries kidnapped by a flying saucer
and dumped on a distant planet—and to

parade my dislike at length for your
edification.

The only trouble is that Janissaries isn't

half as bad as I feared, and indeed in most
respects is a solidly-crafted and readable sf

adventure story. The mercenaries in question
are fighting Cuban soldiers in some African

country which may or may not be Angola.
They find themselves trapped and apparently
doomed, when the improbable arrival of the
spaceship gives them a way out. Soon
enough they are in an alien base hidden
beneath the lunar surface and are learning a

few facts of life about the galactic situation.

Earth—as often proves to be the case in such
instances—is regarded as a primitive world
and is in quarantine to prevent its

development being tampered with. People
like the mercenaries can only be contacted
when there is no F>ossibility that their

disappearance will cause speculation.

Humans are widespread throughout the
galaxy, but not by any means in a superior
role. One bunch of aliens need human
mercenaries to do a job for them on another
human-inhabited primitive world, and our
heroes have been selected for the task. They
have little real choice in the matter.

The planet they are taken to is a world of

harshly-changing climate, governed by its

complex orbit around three suns. It has been
"seeded" in the past by kidnapped members
of various human cultures, so its set-up is a

mix of various bits of human history. The
aliens want the mercenaries to ensure that a

particular crop which only blossoms once
every six hundred years during the close
approach of one star is grown ; it yields a drug
of immense value in the wider galaxy. As you
might expect, the mercenaries split up, take
sides, and the ones we follow are soon hard at

work introducing a bit of modern culture and
technology to their new friends.

It's all familiar enough, but done with
enough incidental invention and technical

know-how to make it interesting. And
thankfully Pournelle doesn't gloss over the
unpleasantness of war (though I would still

argue that to present it as an inevitable and
unending aspect of human existence is in

some small measure to propagandize for that

state of affairs, and I note that the morality of
being a mercenary in the first place goes
unquestioned). Inevitably a sequel can be
expected, in which the mercenaries or their

descendants will get out into the galaxy to

teach the aliens a thing or two about truth,

justice and the American way. But this is a
decently done professional novel, which can
be recommended with a few moral qualms.

I don't need to tell any of you anything
about Raiders of the Lost Ark, but you might
need warning off the largish glossy book
which calls itself the illustrated screenplay

(Ballantine—my copy has no U.K. price). It

certainly contains the complete screenplay
by Lawrence Kasdan, but the illustrations are
just storyboards for the movie. Now
storyboards are interesting up to a point

—

they tell you just how much of the movie's
"look" was in the director's mind at an early

stage, but they're really quite crude sketches,

and in a large-format book like this one really

would have hoped for more—stills from the

movie, something showing the making of it,

even a Polaroid snapshot of Steven
Spielberg. As it is it looks like a very rough
outline for the comicstrip version. As for the
script, well, it doesn't really amount to a lot on
paper, because it's a movie short on dialogue
and long on action. This is no criticism of

Kasdan's work: he clearly understood and
provided exactly what was required to make
the thing work, but the heart of the film lies in

Spielberg's interpretations of Kasdan's
instructions for action sequences. All in all

this looks like a cheap way of cashing in.

Bob Shaw is one British sf writer who can
always be relied on to give value for money,
and his latest collection, A Better Mantrap
(Gollancz, £6.95) offers solid entertainment,
though I'd recommend that you wait to buy
the paperback and meanwhile ensure that

your library has a copy. The stories are

professional, ingenious and highly readable.
The best of them are "Conversation" and

"Frost Animals." In the former an offshore

drilling rig which freezes the surrounding sea

using an teleportation device which imports

the absolute zero of deep space finds itself

menaced by a fearsomely predatory space
being picked up by the device. It's a sort of

Alien-on-an-oil-rig, but very tense. "Frost
‘

Animals" is an unusual murder mystery set in •

the future, and being investigated twenty

years after the event, as the prime suspect

has sp>ent those two decades on a long

interstellar flight.

Another death to rep>ort in the sf world: D.F. .

Jones, British author, died some time in mid-
1 981 . He was in his 60s. (Hard information has
been difficult to come by). STARBURST
readers will know of him for his first novel.

Colossus, which was filmed as The Forbin

Project.

A second new British sf magazine should
have appeared by the time you read this:

Extro, which has been on the drawing board
for some months but which finally seems to

have progressed to the launch pad. The first

issue has stories by Ian Watson, Garry
Kilworth and Christopher Priest (the latter,

admittedly, a reprint), interviews with

Stephen Donaldson and Ian Watson, and
various other stuff. It will be bi-monthly, and
apparently has nationwide distribution,

possibly even in W.H. Smith. It costs 75p an
issue; £4.00 for 6 (one year), from EXTRO, 27
Cardigan Drive, Belfast BT14 6LX.

News comes from America of a new TV sf

series, designed to follow the highly-

successful adaptation (yet to hit British

screens) of Ursula Le Guin's The Lathe of

Heaven. Two TV stations—^WNET in New
York and KCET in Los Angeles—plan to

produce thirteen one-hour adaptations of

well-known sf stories, the first four being
made in time for the 1982-3 series of a US
public broadcasting drama programme. Two
planned productions have been named:
Ursula Le Guin's 'Vaster then Empires and
More Slow" and Algis Budry's Rogue Moon.
(The latter, done right, could be a knockout.)

Other authors mentioned by the producers
(though still in negotiation) include Arthur

Clarke, Robert Heinlein, John Varley and
Roger Zelazny. Now all we need do is cross

our fingers and hope that a) it all goes ahead
and b) we get to see the results.

And that. I'm afraid, is about all from me.
I'm about to start a publishing job which is a

challenge, but which means I'm no longer

free to review impartially. Someone else will

have the pleasure of dissecting John
Brosnan's next masterpiece. Thanks for

listening.

John Bowles

STOP PRESS Another death to report, this

time one which may be greeted with mixed
sadness by some readers. The psychiatrist Dr
Frederic Wertham died recently in New York,

aged 86. Frederic who? you ask. What novels

did he write? None, is the answer, but he did

publish in 1953 a book called Seduction of the

innocent which condemned violence and
sexual overtones in comic books, created a

furore, and led to the introduction of the

Comics Code, a well as to the death of the EC
horror comics. Anyone who watched the TV
documentary about Superman, repeated

over Christmas, will have seen him airing his

views in the cou rse of it. A
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Starburst 20: Previews Thongor m the Valley of the Demons
Reviews Simon Interview Roald Dahl Brian Johnson

(Effects on Empire) Features Comic Heroes on the Screen

Fantasia Bons the Spider (Op 1*1 .50)

Surburst 27: Reviews The Last Chase. Mama Oracula The

Hearse Features New Or Who Season The Cntk Stnkes

back The Films of Ray Harryhausen Makmg of Star Hunt

Previews TheShmmg Interviews Ray Bradbury (Op 1*1.50)

Siarbum 21: Reviews CE 3K Special Edition Dressed to Kill

Galaxma Flash Gordon Interviews: Joanna Lundey Paul

Darrow (Avon. Blakes 7) Arthur C. Clarke Looks BKk at:

Carne Willis O'Bnen (Creator of King Kong) (Op (*1 .501

Storburit 29: Reviews Silent Scream Monster Inferno He
knows you're alone Virus The Fog Battle Beyond the Stars

Reports on Marvel Film B Fantasy Convention '80 Inter-

views Brain Clemens (Avengers. Kronos. ThriDer. The
Professionalsl (Op (*150)

Staibunt 30: Reviews The Islend Terror Tram The

Changlmg. Hawk the Slayei The Passion ol Jennie Logan

Reports on: The Pans Film Festival Collecting Fantasy

Posters The art ol Video Magic Interviews Brian Clemens
(part 2) (Op 1*1 .50)

Starburst 31: Reviews Earthquake 7 9 Mother's Day Some-
where m Tima The Attic Looks Back at Danger Diabolik The
Wizard of Dz Intennaws Douglas Adams (Hitchhikers Guide

to the Galaxy) Sybil Dannmg (Battle Beyond the Stars)

Previews The Lathe ol Heaven Reports on The Making of

Superman Two (Op 1*1 50)

Slerburst 32: Reviews Superman II. Blood Beach. Nmth
Configuration. Motel Hell Features The Making of lha

Monster Club Previews Brave New World (tv) Interviews

Phihp Jose Farmer. Douglas (Hitch Hiker) Adams. Jacquelme

Pearce IServalan. Blake's 7). Looks back at Frankenstem

(1931) (Op (*2.001

Starburst 33: Reviews Incredible Shnnking Woman. Popeye.

Scanners Looks back at The Bride of Frankenstem (19KI.

The James Bond movies. Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs

Intennaws Makeup man Roy Ashton. Superman's Margot

Kidder (Op (*2.00)

Starburst 34: Reviews The Howling. Insemmoid. Monster

Club. Funhouse Features Werewolves ol the Movies Looks

back at 2001 A Space Odyssey. Son of Frankenstein Inter-

views Bond director John Glen. Effects man Martm
Gower (Op (*2 00)

Starburst B: (Vew lotmit! light extra pages ol colour!

Reviews Clash of the Titans. The Fan. Charfia Chan and the

Dragon Queen. Eicalibui. Altered States Previews Disney's

Condomian. Nigel Kneale's Kmvig (tv) Interviews: Ray Harry-

hausen. Richard Dormer Looks back at Plan 9 from Outer

Space Plus tha hrst monthly episode of Paul Neary's full

colour comic strip Tales from the Rim 70p 1*2.00).

Starburst B: New size' Reviews: Terror Eyes. Happy Birth

day to Me. Condorman. Caveman. Star Wars on Radio Pre-

views Raiders of the Lost Ark Interviews John Carpenter.
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Richard O'Bnan lOp 1*2.00)

Staibuisl 37: Reviews Raiders ol the Lost Ark. Eyes of a

Stranger. For your Eyes Dniy. Time Bandits. Outland. Fear No
Evil Inteiviaws John Carpenter Pt II. Joe Dante Pt II. David

Cronenberg Pt II. Busier Crabbe. the original Flash Gordon

Previews Battletruck 70p|S2.00)

Staibunt B: Reviews: The Bells. Escape from New York, The

Hand. The Hnal Conflict. Reports on Caroline Munro's The

Last Horror Film. The Makmg ol Quest lor Fira Looks back at

The Stepford Wives. Tales from the Crypt. Day of the Tnffids

(19(31 Interviews: Doctor Who wntar Terrance Dicks, new
Blake's 7 crew member GVinis Barber, effects man Jon

Sorensen Features: The An of Excalibur m colour TOp 1*2.001

Starburst B: Reviews Deathouse. Dawn of the Mummy
Previews Message from the Future Looks bKk at The Thief
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Making of BBCs Day of the Tnffids Interviews: Tnffids ef-

fects man Steve Drewelt. Hitch Hikar/Blake's 7 effects man
Jen Franas Plus Monsters and Maidens poster gallery— in

fuKcolourl IDp 1*2.001



W ith the recent, and what seems per-

manent, demise of BBC-tv's Blake's

7 (the whole crew being zapped to

the land of their ancestors, I gather; I have to

admit I didn't actually see the final episode

myself), I got around to thinking of previous

teevee series that had a dramatic concluding

episode, or were never resolved.

Actually, I dearly love the idea of a series

with a continuing set of characters and a

central storyline wrapping up its final show
with a logical if not dramatic episode. In

production terms, when such future planning

is possible it introduces a whole new arena of

values, especially when a series is viewed in

retrospect.

Most shows, unfortunately, leave their

main characters and situation in an un-

resolved state of limbo. Two of the most
famous examples, among tv buffs, of

spectacular finales come from The Prisoner,

which ended with Number Six finally

destroying the Village and making his

escape; and The Fugitive, where Lt Gerard

(Barry Morse) killed the One-Armed Man and
cleared Dr Kimball (David Janssen) of his

wife's murder.
I'd be interested in hearing of other series

that resolved an ongoing situation with the

final episode; for instance, here are a few that

immediately spring to mind: The Odd
Couple, where Felix (Tony Randall) wrapped
up the show when he re-married his ex-wife;

Nanny and the Professor, where Nanny
(Juliet Mills) ended up marrying the

Professor (Richard Long); and, probably the

most oddest and interesting of all, Nichols,

where in the last episode of this turn-of-the-

century western hero James Garner is shot

dead—and the closing scene has his twin

brother (also Garner) riding into town to

avenge his death.

Sadly, most series (with particular

emphasis on the American output) are

cancelled and off the air so suddenly that

they're forced to leave their characters and
situations in a state of suspended animation.

It's like Ahab postponing his pursuit of Moby
Dick indefinitely. Or King Kong frozen

midway up the Empire State Building.

Just for the pleasure of such frivolous

thoughts, here are some situations I would
have liked to have seen neatly tied up: It

would have been good if the Jupiter 2 had
managed to return Dr Zachary Smith
(Jonathan Harris) to Earth, in Lost in Space;
for Caine to finally locate his brother, in Kung
Fu; Gilligan to eventually get off his Island; •

Uncle Martin to repair his spaceship, in My
Favorite Martian; Shenandoah to regain his

memory and find his true identity, in A Man
Called Shenandoah; Hannibal Heyes & Kid

Curry to get their pardon from the governor
and the posse off their back, in Alias Smith
And Jones; Tony Newman and Doug Phillips

to lock in and get back to their own time, in

The Time Tunnel; the space-age castaways to

finally return to their own, normal-size world,

in Land of the Giants; the Moonbase Alpha
colony to get back to Earth, in Space: iSBS;

Marty Hopkirk to finally have the curse lifted,

in Randall & Hopkirk (Deceased); Morgan
and Quentin to find their long-lost sister, in

The Quest; Mark Harris to stop worrying
about where his next plankton is coming from
and return to his undersea home, in Man from
Atlantis; Logan, Jessica and Rem to find



'sanctuary' and ba free of the Sandman, in

Logan's Run.

However, on a less optomistic note, the Mr
Hyde part of me would have been delighted

to see . . . the 1928 Porter run over Jerry Van
Dyke in My Mother the Car; David McCallum
disappear forever in The Invisible Man; Sally

Field take a crash dive in The Flying Nun; the

Cylons zap everyone in Battlestar Galactica

and get it over with; Kevin Brophy's wolfboy

to be thrown in a dog pound in Lucan; some
real aliens kidnap Maj Gatlin and Sgt Fitz in

Proiect U.F.O.; the Survivors to finally drop

dead of the plague; and Adam Adamant to

turn back into a block of ice.

One of the most self-conscious series on tv

has been—and continues to be

—

Doctor

Who. Its careful resftect for its own
mythology, reintroducing themes, locations

and characters is almost unique to television

production. Changes in cast are carefully

calculated, characters' ptersonal histories are

developed, and references to previous (seen)

'adventures' are noted and thematically used.

One of Doctor Who's more interesting notes,

for me, is the dramatic use of recurring

villains; the late Roger Delgado's The Master

was one of my all-time favourite bad-guys.
Now that I've plunged myself deep into

trivia-time I'll dredge up some of the more
notable recurring villains from tv's past. The
Cybernauts (The Avengers), the Fembots
(The Bionic Woman), Joker, Catwoman,
Penguin, Riddler, King Tut, Shame, Louie, Mr
Freeze, MacfHatter, Marsha, Egghead
(Batman), Klingons, Romulans, Harry Mudd
(Star Trek), Dr Loveless, Count Mancini (Wild

Wild West), Mr Schubert (Man from Atlantis),

Thrush, Gervaise Ravel (Man From
U.N.C.L.E.), Kaos, Conrad Siegfried (Get

Smart), Wo Fat (Hawaii Hve-O), Inspector

Kobick (Land of the Giants), a ghostly sea
captain (played by Alfred Ryder), Mr Pern

(Voyage to the Bottom of the Sea), Farnum
B., Athena (Lost in Space), the Daleks,

Cybermen, The Master & lots more (Doctor
Who).
Come to think of it, there could have been

some wonderful spin-offs. Roger C. Carmel's
Harry Mudd as a series character could have
been a lot of fun. Khigh Dhiegh'sWo Fat could
have been an excellent Fu Manchu-like villain

in his own show. Then again, there might
have been 'The Travels of the Tribbles!'^



Preview by Phi/Edwards

arley Cokliss' first major feature as
director has complete shooting in

New Zealand. As reported in Starburst

37 Battletruck is set in the not too distant

future following the great Oil Wars, when the

mid-West of America (the setting of the story)

is divided into self-sufficient communities

trying desperately to exist without the gooey
black stuff.

Into this landscape comes Straker and his

bloodthirsty followers whose possession of

the Battletruck of the title makes them all but
invincible. Strakers main squeeze is Corlie,

though after one of Straker's violent raids she
escapes. A band of Straker's men captures
her and just as they are about to violate her

she is rescued by a mysterious, armour-clad
bike rider called Hunter. Of course Staker and
Hunter have a final confrontation which
leaves one of them dead. No prizes for

guessing who.
American-born Cokliss, who counts among

his credits much television work and the

award-winning Battle of Billy's Pond and The

.

Glitterfoall for the Children's Film Foundation,
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as well as second unit work on The Empire
Strikes Back says of the film,
"

"Battletruck is a futuristic action adventure
film but it is also about characters in a

situation where the normal limits on human
behaviour have broken.

"Straker can be seen as an 'evil king' and
yet he is played by an obsession for Corlie

which makes him almost vulnerable. Hunter

can be seen as the 'knight errant' taking up
the challenge thrown down to him, and yet he
tries to remain detached—staying behind the

shell he has built up to protect him from all

the pain he sees in the world around him.

Corlie can be seen as the 'damsel in distress'

and yet she is very manipulative—she knows
what she wants and used other people to get

it."

"After carrying these characters around in

my head for five years, I was very pleased to

find such a powerful cast to flesh them out.

The design of the sets, vehicles, props and
costumes, and Chris Menges' stunning

photography all help to make Battletruck an

epic fantasy about the World without oil."

With Battletruck being an American/New
Zealand co-production it was required that a
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large percentage of the cast be New
Zealanders, though for the three main leads
are played by Americans. Super-villain

Straker is essayed by James Wainwright
whose early credits include the Daniel Boone
and Jigsaw teleseries, and several tv movies
including the Theodore Sturgeon thriller

Kilidozer. Wainwright has over one hundred
television appearances to his credit and

featured as the villain in two of Clint

Eastwood's major movies, Joe Kidd and the
haunting High iHains Drifter. For the female
lead, Corlie, Cokliss chose Annie McEnroe a
graduate of the University of Colorado.
Following stage experience in stock
companies, Ms McEnroe appeared in Oliver
Stone's thriller The Hand alongside Michael
Caine.

To play the hero of Battletruck Cokliss cast

Michael Beck. Beck has appeared in several

films nd tv movies including Holocaust.
Following this he starred as Swan in Walter
Hill's controversial feature. The Warriors.
Beck considers the character he plays in

Battletruck as "a very complex man who
belies what you see on the surface. But he's

also a man of action, a warrior who likes the

Main picture: The Battletruck
destroys Hunter's cabin following
orders from Captain Straker.

Right: Rusty Is played by John
Ratzenberger. Be\om: Hunter's cabin
before the Battletruck got to work on
it. Bottom right: Randy Powell
plays Judd.
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smell of battle and in that sense Hunter and
Straker are very much alike. There is one
important difference . . . Hunter lives by a

moral code."
As Battletruck is very much a "motorised

Western" it was important that the key
vehicles in the film be both distinctive and
memorable. The machine of the title was
particularly important to Cokliss, who worked

closely with Production Designer Kai

Hawkins. As Cokliss relates:

"I wanted it to reflect a realistic design

philosophy for an armoured vehicle.

Ultimately Kai and I came up with the faceted

steel-plate look, the louvres on the

windscreen and grill and the ram air scoop
were used to give the machine a presence.

There is almost a face there if you look at it

closely."

At 60 feet long, 1 1 feet high and 8Vi feet

wide, it is the largest motorised film prop ever
to be built in New Zealand. The truck section

was built on a.stripped down chassis of a

Canadian Pacific logging truck and then

rebuilt in steel plate. The tractor unit was
powered by a Cummind 335 diesel engine

and Fuller Auxilliary gearbox with two-speed
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gears and Rockwell direct drive differentials.

Top speed capability is 65 kilometres per
hour. The truck and trailer section together
weighed sixteen tonne.
The trailer section was built by Mid-

Canterbury Industries of Ashburton, also of
steel plate. The trailer unit has pneumatically-
operated side doors, and removable panels
were incorporated to facilitate filming. The

units took a total of one thousand man-hours
to complete; and the interiors were dressed
in time for filming following the arrival of the
Battletruck in Alexandra by Art Director Ron
Highfield.

The film also features three other important
pieces of hardware. Hunter's methane-
powered motor bike, a homemade armoured
dune buggy and a heavyweight jeep.

Battletruck looks like a promising first

venture from Cokliss, whose boundless
enthusiasm and knowledge of the film

medium indicates that he is the first of a new
crop of directors from the post
Lucas/Spielberg decade.

In a forthcoming issue of Starfourst we will I

be talking to Cokliss in an in-depth feature on
the making of Battletruck^

Top: Harley Cokliss directs Annie McEnroe during the fUmirtg of Battletruck. Above: Harley Cokliss discusses a set-up with his producers Lloyd
Phillips and Hob Whitehouse.
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our mcigcizimz^ju>tgotme
DOCTOR WHO WINTER SPECIAL: With
this year's Winter Special we have gone for
broke! 52 pages of all new material. Two
all-new comic strips! The secrets of the

BBC Archives, The Producers speak,
exclusive pictures from the National

Doctor Who Convention, and lots lots

more. An absolute bargain!



iTG colourful<zx>Grvmonth!

McujDcsflrnMous
24'x35'POS7fll

zinc>
PQ%tGrmoi^
The latest addition to the Star-

burst Z/net/p. Full colour

throughout, the Starburst series

ofposter magazines carries on
the tradition of Starburst Top
quality colour pictures plus fact-

filled features on the stars and
the technicians who produce
your favourite fantasy films.

How have you managed without
them for so long?

In case you are having difficulty locating

any of the Starburst line, we have
provided facilities for mail order. Doctor
Who Monthly costs £4.80 for a 12 issue

subscription or 50p for a sample issue.

The poster magazines are 8Sp each. The
Starburst Annual can be had for a paltry
£2.75. Starburst magazine is from
Dangerous Visions, ISfSpital Road,
Maldon, Essex. Cheques and POS to be
made payable to Dangerous Visions. Send
no cashi All prices itKlude postage and
packing.

DOCTOR WHO MONTHLY. Brought to you by the same team who pro-

duce Starburst every month. Doctor Who Monthly is packed with infor-

mation on the tv show, plus comic strip adventures by Britain's top

writers and artists. THE STARBURST ANNUAL. Still on sale, the Star-

burst Annual features 64 pages of all new material

by the Starburst team. ^
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